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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION .AND OVERVIEW

Upon his graduation from Liberty Baptist Seminary, the author
anticipates returning to the greater Toronto area to establish a new
church.

He is committed to the theological tenets of fundamentalism

and understands that in certain theological circles a fundamentalist
pastor is characterized as a charismatic leader.l He is, therefore,
personally interested in understanding the nature of charismatic
leadership and any impact it

U1aY

have on his future lnlllistry.

Essentially, charisma is the unusual quality of personal
magnetism possessed by the gifted leader as it is used to arouse deep
emotional and volitional responses in the lives of his followers toward the end of accomplishing the predetermined objectives of I1is
movement.

This definition recognizes several distinctives of charisma.

An "unusual quality of personal magnetism" should be differentiated

from a degree of magnetism possessed by many who never lead a significant following.

The idea of gifted leadership is in keeping with the

meaning of the Greek root charisma which means "gift of grace." The
1 Elmer L. Towns, America's Fastest Growing Churches: Why 10
Sunday Schools Are Growing Fast (Nashville, Termessee: Impact Books,
1972) . In his chapter entitled "Charismatic Leadership" Cpp. 193218), Towns suggests the pastors of rapidly growing fundamentalist
cilurciles are charismatic in nature.
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author suggests charisma is non-existent when not practiced. 1 While
an individual lnay possess pOLential for the development of charisma,
the idea of "latent charisma" is an apparent contradiction of terms.

An additional aspect of charisma is its ability to arouse both emotional and volitional responses in followers.

This response is measured

"successful" only as b."le objectives of th.e leader's movement are accomplished.

Finally, the close identification of the leader with "his

followers" as they accomplish the aims of "his movement" is also noted
in the author's definition.

Chapters II and III discuss two major

implications of this definition of Charismatic leadership.2
Charismatic leadership is a subject in the field of religious
sociology, a field dorn:inated by critics building upon an evolutionary
hypothesis of religion.

This was certainly true of Max Weber, the

German sociologist who first popularized this expression in his writings.

In the introduction to an English translation of Weberls major

work in sociology, Talcott Parsons suggests, ''Weber's perspective,
especially in the sociology of religion, but elsewhere as well, was
basically evolutionary. ,,3 As a result, comparatively little has been
written addressing this leadership phenomena of the fundamentalist
sect from the perspective of one sympathetic to that cause.

Also,

IWch of what is written on the subject confines itself to an analysis
lThis concepL is a fundamental implication of the analysis and
discussion in C'napter III identifying the relational aspect of Charisma.
brhese include an analysis of the gifted leader as an independent agent and a consideration of the relational aspect of charisma.

~falcott Parsons, Introduction to The Sociology of Religion,
by Max Weber (Boston: Beacon Press, 1964), p. xxvii.
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of tl1e leadership style in general or a particular charismatic
leader, but fails to provide guidelines for the development of charisma.

T'ne purpose of this thesis is to analyze the nature of charis-

matic leadership and its role in the church and to suggest guidelines
by which personal cl1arisma can be developed.
The importance of leadership as a field of study and the
supposed praminenceof charismatic leadership witl1in the ranks of
fLmdamentalism are reasons enough to warrant the writing of a thesis
of this nature.

But religious sociologist Thomas F. 0 I Dea suggests:

Pure charisma exists only in I the process of originating. I
The maintenance of the group and the charisma. upon which it rests
requires a ridical alteration of charisma and the authority
based on it.
This suggestion that charismatic leaders give birth to new ideas and
new religious organizations and movements serves to further stress
the urgency of this study in light of the author I s personal arribitions.
In the purist sense of the idea, the student who upon graduation
travels to a city to establish a new church must possess enough
charisma to succeed.

Yet at ministerial training institutions which

emphasize the importance of church planting, there is an apparent
absence of materials pertaining to the development of personal charisma.

This situation demands the writing of this thesis.

The

distinctive emphasis of this school makes it the ideal place for such
a thesis to be written.
The author does not believe every religious movement is
IThomas F. 0 IDea, The Sociology of Religion (Englewood
Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice Hall Inc., 1966), p. 37.
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charismatic in nature nor does the establislnnent of every new church
necessarily demand the presence of charismatic leadership.

lViany new

congregations are formed on the basis of bureaucratic and democratic
styles of government.

The distinctive emphasis of certain funda-

mentalist churches in the area of church government, specifically
the emphasis on strong pastoral leadership, is a key factor allowing
for the presence of the charismatic leader in those churches.

As

British sociologist Bryan Wilson suggests,
It is by no means contended here that all new religious movements are charismatic movements. Nor is it necessary in order to
rehabilitate ti1e concept to do more than show that charisma is
sometimes t£e most powerful element in bringing new movements
into being.
In these pages, the author attempts to demonstrate that personal charisma can be developed.

Also, he will demonstrate that

charismatic leadership is boti1 an effective and valid leadership
style and that the key to understanding its effectiveness is found
in an analysis of the motivational principles of these leaders.
While not denying the theological concepts of ti1e sovereignty of God
nor the importance of the calling or gifts of God affectiL"1g the life
of an individual, the writer will attempt to show that definite steps
can be taken to develop effectiveness as a cl1arismatic leader by anyone so inclined regardless of personality types or temperaments.
Contrary to the position that charismatic leaders immorally manipulBryan R. Wilson, Tne Noble Savages: Ihe Primitive Origins
of Charisma. and its Cont::nrorary Survival (Los Angeles: University
of California Press, 1975), p. 82.
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late their followers,l the author suggests other factors may at times
morally demand the development of a style of charismatic leadership.
The author recognizes certain limitations to this thesis.
First, there will be no attempt to conduct an empirical survey of
fundamentalist leaders.

Such an effort would not aid in the accamp-

lishment of the aims of this thesis.

Also, the author possesses no

basis upon which such leaders would be selected.

For this reason,

there will also be no attempt at interviewing charismatic leaders.
No basis to analyze their contribution or catagorize their insights
is known by the author at this present time.

Rather, he has conducted

a library research which has analyzed and sumnarized the research
results of others.

The views represented in these pages are not

necessarily those of any of the writers cited yet represent the conclusions of the author after surveying the work of various writers
addressing various aspects of charismatic leadership.

This thesis

then provides the fotmdation and starting point for future students
of this institution desirous of conducting original research on the
influence of charismatic leadership on fundamentalism which may
evolve into case studies, surveys, interviews, etc.
Pastoral leadership among certain fundamentalists tends to
differ from that of evangelical and denominational churches.

These

fundamentalist churches tend to be led by charismatic pastors. Apparently, this is particularly characteristic of groups emphasizing
Lrhis suggestion is popular in the writings of several
evangelical writers in the field of Christian education. While the
issue lies beyond the scope of this thesis, it will be sumnarized
and addressed briefly later in the thesis.

F
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the s;tamting '<Df new congregations.

In light of the above, this thesis

attempts to answer the following questions:

(1) What is charismatic

leadership? (2) How do charismatic leaders exercise their influence?
(3) How do charismatic pastors influence their followers to accomplish
the aims of their church? (4) How can charismatic leadership be learned
by the ministerial candidate and/or developed by those

WllO

prepare

candidates for the ministry? The chapters following represent the
author's attempt to answer these questions.
Chapter II begins with a survey of some of the problems of
defining charismatic leadership before summarizing the positions of
various writers.

Finally, it is suggested that the charismatic

leader is characterized by a manifestation of some twenty-five traits.
~1ile

recognizing that the pure charismatic leader is non-existent,

it is also suggested that charisma exists to some degree in the life
of every leader.

The degree to which this is recognized in the

Hcharismatic leader" is dependent upon both the quality and quantity
of those charismatic traits possessed by the leader.
In Chapter III, the author analyzes the relationship between
the charismatic leader and his group and suggests a cycle demonstrating the charismatic leader's approach in

influencll~

his followers

emotionally and volitionally to accomplish institutional objectives
primarily through group identification.

It is noted that the cycle

presented is adaptable to various institutions at different socioeconomic levels of society.
To answer the third question listed above, the author's
cycle is applied to a particular religious institution, the sectarian

7

ftmdamentalist church.

It is demonstrated that this :institution

usually reflects religious :institutions at the sect level :in the sociological model of the church/ sect types. 1

The nature of a sect sug-

gests the nature of its correspond:ing leadership, often charismatic.
It is demonstrated that Charismatic pastors of fundamentalist churches
motivate their followers to accomplish the aims of the church primarily
through the use of :institutional or group identification although, :in
the case of the ftmdamental Baptists, this may :involve an appeal to
biblical authority.
The fifth chapter deals with the development of personal
charisma.
oped.

It is first suggested that charisma can in fact be devel-

In this regard, specific steps are suggested by which students

of leadership may enhance their charisma.

The author also makes

recommendations to those responsible for the tra:in:ing of ministerial
candidates regard:ing how they can aid the student :in the development
of personal charisma.

While none of these suggestions to the student

or the :instructor are considered comprehensive or complete by the
author, they represent a beginning in a direction whiCh, if followed,
will aid :in develop:ing the unique leaders required for the future
growth. and development of fLmdamentalism.
This thesis concludes charismatic leadership is a phenomenon
that can be developed and suggests guidel:ines by which that end may
be achieved.

These suggestions are of the utmost importance to the

~e designations

churchll and lIsectll were first identified
by German sociologist Ernst Troeltsch and are def:ined specifically
later in this paper. These tenns are used :in this paper in a sociological rather than a theological sense.
!l

F
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student training for an effective rrdnistry and to those responsible
for the "[raining of the same.

The conclusions of this paper will be

especially important to the administration of a scllool like Liberty
Baptist Seminary which is comnitted to the training of the type of
fundamentalist pastors and church planters who are by nature charismatic.

p

CHAPTER II
THE CHARISMATIC LEADER

Prerequisite to an analysis of a relevant leadership style
or a strategy for the development of charismatic leadership, the term
IIR1St first be defined and a leader accurately described.

The accom-

plishment of this task is seriously hindered by several problems.
The first of these obstacles concerns its contemporary use.
While leaders have existed throughout history, the study of leadership in general and charismatic leadership in particular is a recent
developrnen.t.

Toronto journalist Gordon Legge suggests, "The word

, leadership' did not appear in the English language tn1til arotn1d

t.~e

year 1800. III Max Weber first defined "charisma" but the term was
apparently not used in popular journalism illltil 1949.

2

British

political sociologist Dennis Kavanagh notes that since that time,
"charisma has been so stretched between advertising copywriters and
social scientists that it now results in a form of conceptual rnisformation, meaning different things to different researchers. ,,3
lGordon Legge, "Leadership Quality Still a Mystery," The
Toronto Star; 12 August 1978, p. Cl.
2Towns , Fastest Growtgg Churches, p. 195.
3nennis Kavanagh, "Crisis, Charisma and British Political
Leadership: Winston Churchill as the Outsider, l ! Sage Professional
Paper in Contemporary Political Sociology, Vol. 1, No. 06-001
(London and Beverly Hills: Sage Publications, 1974), p. 6.
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Reinhard Bendix cites a second difficulty faced by those

~ho

study this phenomenon writing, "Difficulties in the use of this term
arise not only from indiscriminate labeling, but also from conflicting
theories of society.' ,1 Max Weber adhered to an evolutionary sociological hypothesis in his approach to religion, a presupposition rejected by some contemporary writers including this author.

Obviously,

a sociologist's presuppositions concerning the interpretation of
social phenomena will color his conclusions and theories.
A third difficulty in defining this term is found in the
nature of charisma and charismatic groups.

Sociologist Joachim Wach

notes,
Charismatic groups are, sociologically speaking, always a
more difficult object of study because of their rapidly changing
character, the spontaneity of ti1eir leadership, and the ever
present possibility of tmforseen developments. The spirit
bloweth where it listeth, and the rapid and unexpected changes
and transitions, often motivated by personal impulses and reactions, will defy any scheme outlined by the systematizing
examiner. Tne study of charismatic groups will, therefore,
though certainly not overlooking patterns and stereotyped deve
opment, on the whole be of casuistic and individual character.

Z-

Several sociologists agree pure charisma exists only at the point of
a group's origin.

If this is the case, a group may organize arOlmd a

charismatic leader who may no longer be charismatic by the time publicity of that group reaches the sociologist.
To further complicate matters, charisma is a quality applied
lReinhard Bendix, !!Reflections on Charismatic Leadership, II
Asian Survey 7 (June 1967)6: 341.
2Joachim Wach, Sociology of Religion (Chicago:
of Chicago Press, 1964), p. 370.

The University
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to leaders in several fields ranging from religion to politics.

1

~li1ch

of the original work in this field was based on an evolutionary interpretatimL of the history of the religion of Israel.

In contrast,

later works involving empirical studies of charismatic leaders are
chiefly. political in nature.

Few writers have attempted to define

and describe charismatic leaderslLip as it may appear in a contemporary
religious setting.
A fifth difficulty according to some writers is found in the
works of Max Weber.

This may be due to his death before the comple-

tion of his maj or work in sociology.

This work passed through four

revisions after his death before being published in English.

As a

result, some sociologists recognize serious problems with regard to
Weber I S treatment of charisma.

Irvine Schiffer observes,

Weber's concept seems an oversimplification; for surely in every
period of man's history figures have emerged from various ranks of
society and reaped, at least temporarily, a public acclaim; and
there is no plausible evidence that such leadership was dictated
by forces 12ing either in their personalities or their expressed
ideologies.
lbese were also the conclusions of Stephen Kent Who noted,
Weber fails to distinguish between the quality of Charisma
among various kinds of leaders and prophets. While it is true
that prophets claim a divine source for their admonitions, they
lack the personal magnetism that leaders possess . . . . Prophets,
as I describe them, are solely conceTIled with prophecying, and if
they gain a following, they more correctly should be considered
as symbolic leaders . . . . While the process of clarifying
, charisma' has become an important research program for many
theorists . . . . too many ambiguities lay in Weber's initial
lclen M. VeTIlon , Sociology of Religion (New York:
Hill Book Company, Inc., 1962), p. 6.

McGraw-

2Irvine Schiffer, Charisma: A Psychoanalytical Look at Mass
Society (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 19/3), p. 8.
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description for it to have heuristic value for this study. While
certain of his specific facts are valuable, the concept as a
whole is confusing. l
Finally, a lack of unifonnity among sociologists regarding
the use of terms to designate this phenomenon serves to complicate
the study.

Kavanagh argues his model of crisis leadership is differ-

ent from Weber's charismatic leadership, but chooses as his example
one recognized by other sociologists as clearly Charismatic. 2 O'Dea
writes, "In Max Weber's treatment of charisma, we see the intimate
relationship of this phenomenon with what Durkheim has called the
sacred and Otto the holy. ,,3
As noted in the previous chapter, Charisma is the unusual

quality of personal magnetism possessed by the gifted leader as it is
used to arouse deep emotional and volitional responses in the lives
of his followers toward the end of accomplishing the predetermined
objectives of his moverne:l1.t.

It is not enough that the gifted leader

possess charismatic traits.

He must possess a certain quality of

these traits so as to be clearly identifiable by the independent
critical observer.

As apparently no leader possesses the absolute

quality of all Charismatic personality traits, it is assumed that
leaders may be charismatic by degree.

I t remains the work of future

students of this subject to identify and/or develop the instrument
whereby the degree of charisma may be measured.
IStephen A. Kent, "A Sociological Interpretation of :t<Jillenarian Quakerism - 1648-1662 (M.A. Thesis, MCMaster University, 1980),
pp. 59-60.
2Kavanagh, "Charisma and Political Leadership," p. 6.
30 'Dea, Sociology of Religion, p. 22.

r
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'The tenn charismatic leadership as used in this thesis should
not be confused with the leadership of that theological movement characterized by Pentecostal manifestations.

Wilson notes, "Charisma in

the pentecostal movement is personal and congregational, experienced
mainly as men draw out of the world and into an enclave of sanctity.
Tne claim made for this diffused charismatic experience is that it
sanctifies individual lives. ,,1 Because of this "diffused charismatic
experience" in Pentecostal congregations, Wilson notes charismatic
leadership in the sociological sense is virtually non-existent among
the leadership of that movement.

Towns writes,

The tenn charisma does not refer to the pentecostal manifestations of tongues, miracles or other phenomena surr01.mding
the alleged 1 second blessing.' 'The tenn is used by sociologists
to designate personal magnetism used by leaders to acc~lish a
pre-detennined goal in their organization or movement.
A definition of charismatic leadership begins with an analysis of the component words of this designation.

"Charisma" is a

borrowed Greek tenn meaning "gifts of grace" or "miraculously-given
power .•• 3

"Charisma in the narrower and original sense is the state

or quality of being produced by receipt of the gifts of grace. ,,4
Sociologists and political scientists have begun to define Charisma
in a sense somewhat removed from the divine or miraculous.

Weber

wrote charisma was,
lWilson, Noble Savages, p. 123.

~owns, Fastest Growing Churches, p. 193.
3James L. Davis, "Charisma in the 1952 Campaign," .American
Political Science Review 48 (December 1954) : 1083.
%dward Shils, "Charisma, Order, and Status," .American Sociological Review 30 (April, 1965) : 200.
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a certain quality of an individual personality by virtue of v.:ihich
he is set apart from ordinary men and treated as endowed with
supernatural, superhuman, or at least specifically exceptional
powers or qualities. These are such as are not accessible to the
ordinary person but are regarded as of divine origin or as exemplary, and on the bafis of them the individual concerned is
treated as a leader.
O'Dea drifted from a recognition of the supernatural in charisma
noting, "charisma is unusual, radically different from the routine and
the everyday; it is spontaneous in contrast to stable, established
social forms; and it is a source of new forms and new movements, and
hence creative in a ft.mdarnental sociological sense. ,,2

Still further

removed from a consideration of the supernatural is the definition of
Charisma offered by educational theorists Harold Boles and James
Davenport.

"Charisma is a personal quality which results from un-

usual persuasive ability, power to arouse deep emotions in others,
and espousal of one or more causes. ,,3
In applying a theological term to a sociological phenomenon,
Weber further differentiated between the charisma of office and personal Charisma. 4 lYJormm sociologist Glenn Vernon notes, "Charisma of
office refers to the element of magnetism or attraction attached to a
given office or status, regardless of who may hold the position in
lMax Weber, The Theory of Social and Economic Organization,
trans. by A. M. Henderson and ed. by Talcott Parsons (New York:
Oxford University Press, 1947), p. 338.
20 'Dea, Sociology of Religion, p. 23.

~rold W. Boles and James A. Davenport, Introduction to
Educational Leadership, (New York: Harper & Row, Publishers, 1975),
p. 423.
4-wach , Sociology of Religion, p. 337.
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question, ,,1 whereas the charismatic leader is defined as "one who
holds his followers mainly by force of his personal magnetism. ,,2

The

nature of Weber's designations has prompted some sociologists to
identify charisnE in terms of the leader-follower relationsllip rather
than a personal attribute of the leader.

Thus Kavanagh writes,

Clearly, charismatic authority describes a relationsrup between
leader and followers and specifically refers to the followers'
perceptions of, or beliefs in, the leader's heroic or superhuman
qualities. This meaning has been lost sight of as a result of
the emphasis whicli later writ~rs have given to charisma as a
personal trait of the leader.
Leadership is a somewhat easier term to define.

Ordway Tead

defined leadership as "the activity of influencing people to cooperate
toward some goal which t:b.ey come to find is desirable. ,,4 Boles and
Davenport add,
Leadership is a process in which an individual or group of
individuals take initiative to assist a group to lnove toward
production goals that are acceptable, to maintain the group, to
dispose of those needs of individuals within the group that impelled them to join it, and to innovate. s
Evangelical writer and educator Kenneth Gangel reflects his
support of a more democratic style of leadership identifying it as
"the exercise by a member of a group of certain qualities, character
and ability which at any given time will result in his changing group
lVernon, Sociology of Religion, p. 183.
2Ibid., p. 164.
3Kavanagh, !!Charisma and Political Leadership," p. 6.
40rdway Tead, The Art of Leadership, (New York:
Book Company, Inc., 1963), p. 20.

McGraw-Hill

sBoles and Davenport, Educational Leadership, p. 425.
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behavior in the direction of mutually acceptable goals. ,,1

In the case

of the charismatic leader it should be noted that he rarely is willing
to lead !lin the direction of mutually acceptable goals" 1.ID.less they
are his original suggestions accepted by his followers.

This has

presented a problem for some Christian writers who apparently dislike
the use of authority by religious leaders.

In their Theology of

Church Leadership, Lawrence Richards and Clyde Hoeldtke suggest,
While Christian leaders do have authority, it is very different
from secular authority. First, by it leaders never seek to bend
others to their will, but to bring them to responsiveness to
Jesus. Second, the ChrisZian leader rejects power and position
as a basis for authority.
Ted Engstrom's opposition to the use of authority by the charismatic
leader is evident in his appraisal of the man.

He cautions,

But this kind of leader is often very weak, for he can only
impose his authority over others through a neurotic will to
power that is inordinant and insatiable. There are 1.ID.doubtedly
times and places where such personalities provide 1.ID.ity of purpose and clarity of intention for which people Y3arn. But in
time they fade in popularity and accomplishment.
But Kermeth Kilinski and Jerry Wofford remind their evangelical readers that the use of authority is not wrong.

Rather, while

not com:nenting on authority as used by charismatics, they do note
something of the biblical justification for the use of authority in
the ministry.
lKenneth Gangel, Leadership for Church Education (Chicago:
MOody Press, 1970), p. 12.
2Lawrence O. Richards and Clyde Hoeldtke, A Theology of
Church Leadership (Grand Rapids, Michigan: Zondervan Publishing
House, 1980), p. 142.
3Ted W. Engstrom, Tne :Making of a Christian Leader (Grand
Rapids, Michigan: Zonderval1. Publishing House, 1976), p. 60.
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The scriptural form for church organization includes an authority
structure. Those in authority are to rule well, to exhort, to
rebuke, and to discipline (I Tim. 5: 17; Titus 2: 15). This authority is to be exercised with gentleness, love, faith and purity
(I Tim. 3:3; 4:12). Those lUlder this authority are to obey and
submit to leaders, imitate this faith, give them double honor,
and are not to despise their acts of leadership (Reb. 13:7, 17).
Obviously, the scriptural form places authority in a place of
honor and respect.
Perhaps it is best to follow the example of Charles Cnaney
and Ron Lewis in defining leadership apart from a particular leadership style.

These Southern Baptist church growth writers simply

suggest a leader is "(1) One who walks ahead of the group;. (2) Keeps
in advance without being too detached; (3) Influences followers and
IDJves them towards goals. ,,2

This definition of leadership is appli-

cable to various styles of leadership including that of charismatic
leadership.
Charismatic leadership is a style of leadership dependent
not so Il1Uch on sOlUld management principles as on the commmication of
personality.

It is achieved when the individual of extraordinary

character and ability gathers a following of a significant segment
of the population.

The success of the charismatic leader is measured

by the degree of loyalty given him by his followers.

Normally, this

relationship approaches that of the worship of a demigod.

Wilson

observes,
Charisma is an attractive and powerful force. The strength of
the will to believe in the exceptional , divinely inspired saviour,
lKermeth K. Kilinski and Jerry C. Wofford, Organization and
Leadership in the Local Church (Grand Rapids, Michigan: Zondervan
PUb1ishi11g Rouse, 1976), p. 152.
2Char les L. Chaney and Ron S. Lewis, Design for Church
Growth (Nashville, Termessee: Broadrnan Press, 1977), p. 50.
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the man who can put things right again, has been yb1.m.dantly
evident in both mediaeval and advanced societies.
Not everyone agrees with Wilson's conclusion regarding the
existence of charisma in advanced societies such as that of contemporary Western Europe and North America.

Schlesinger for instance

argues,
that in modern society there exists a practical dominance of
forces, personality appeals, and policies that leaves no room
whatsoever for charisma, because charisma is basicallY2incapable
of dealing with the realities of a democratic culture.
The more moderate position of Davis may be more accurate than ruling
out the existence of charisma arbitrarily and completely.

He suggests,

If our political institutions remain strong and prove generally
though falteringly able to handle the crises of our ttmes or if
the crises abate, charismatic leaders and followers al~ may be
frustrated in their combined search for power and glory.
The lesson of history suggests governments will fail to handle crises
in a manner considered appropriate by the people and the crises will
remain.

This leaves the possibility of charisma in contemporary

society though it is not to be achieved without difficulty.

This was

Wilson I s observation concerning derived charisma.
The charismatic leader is strongest in appealing to primitive
needs, and certainly those charismatics who have arisen in more
advanced societies whose clatms to charisma have been least inhibited have usually extolled primary virtues, and have offered
their awn primitivism as a token of the better world that ~as
been lost, and which, by trust in them, might be restored.
lWilson, Noble Savages, p. 96.
2Schiffer , Charisma, p. 5.·
3Davis , "1952 Campaign," p. 1100.
4wilson, Noble Savages, p. 104.
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Rather than originating a new message, the charismatic leader may
capitalize on recapturing and promoting an old and a1most forgotten
message.
Any discussion of a leadership style must deal wi-eh an ideal
type.

The social environment of both the leader and his followers

are undoubtedly factors affecting his actions.
even more true with charismatic leaders.

This appears to be

In one sense, there may be

charismatic tendencies in all leaders who win popular elections.
Victory alone, however, does not earn the designation charismatic
leader.

Certain things are true of charismatic leaders.

The greater

the degree to which these things are true in the life of a particular
leader, the closer that leader is to the charismatic model.

Also,

the quality of these charismatic traits may also determine the degree
of charisma possessed by the leader.

Unfortunately sociologists

differ on the identification of these attributes.

Wnen compared and

analyzed, however, some twenty-five items appear relevant to the
description of the model charismatic leader.

The following list

represents a composite listing of various writers as demonstrated in

chart 2A.
The author reminds the reader that this listing of twentyfive aspects and characteristics of charismatic leadership is the
composite work of a m:oroer of writers and that no single writer has
suggested this list.

Most writers apparently draw their lists from

studies of those designated as clurrismatic leaders and have, therefore, limited their discussion to those attributes evident in their
preselected leader or leaders.

Because the charismatic leader is

20

CHART 2A

THE UNUSUAL QUALITY OF A GIFTED LEADER

Environmental AsEects
I. Crisis Situation
2. Institutional Credibility
3. Receptive Audience
Image-Related AsEects
,i
Status
5. Foreigrmess
6. Sexuality
7. Imperfection
Attitudinal AsEects
8. Personality Appeal
9. Desire
10. Strong Willed
ll. Demanding
12. Success Orientation
Skill Related AsEects
l3. Irrational Economics
14. Conmmication
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first a leader, some of these traits may also characterize other
leadership styles.

The author here attempts to characterize the pure

charismatic leader as a prerequisite step to the analysis of a leadership style whereby the charismatic leader leads a group of people to
accomplish institutional goals.

Davis states, "Pure charismatic

leaders and followers are ideal types lmlikely to be fOlmd in actual
situations.

There are doubtless some charismatic tendencies in all

candidates for popularily elected office above the level of sanitation supervisor.!!l
1.

Crisis Situation.

The existence of a crisis is generally

recognized as a prerequisite for the rise of charismatic leadership.
Concerning charisma in the U. S. political arena, Davis notes, "Charisma seems most likely to occur during periods when the force of neither
tradition nor reason appears to be adequate to cope with molmting
political crisis. ,,2

John Mueller notes poll evidence indicating both

that Dewey may have beaten Roosevelt in 1944 "if the war had been
over" and that Kennedy's highest popularity rating occurred during the
Bay of Pigs invasion. 3 Kavana~l also notes Churchill's enormous
popularity as a

national saviour" in May 1940 could not be converted

ll

into votes to win an election immediately following the war. 4 He
lDavis, "1952 Campaign," p. 1084.
2Ibid., p. 1086.
John E. J.vIueller, "Presidential Popularity from Tru:nan to
Johnson, n American Political Science Review 64 (March 1970) I: 22, 30.
4r<avanagh, "Charisma and Political Leadership," pp. 8, 24.
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He concludes, regarding the place of the crisis situation as it
relates to charismatic leadership,
that the crisis situation may cause the collapse of (1) the
incumbent leadership, (2) the institutions or (3) both the leader
and the institutions. In other words, crisis creates a potential
for change fld, IIDre restrictively, a potential for charismatic
leadership.
The crisis need not be as serious as international conflict
for the purposes of the leader.

It is the by-product of the crisis

and not the crisis itself tlUlt the clUlrismatic leader depends upon.
Wilson writes, "general social melaise is lIDdoubtedly the primary
condition for the persistence of charismatic manifestations, and the
best substance for charismatic demand. 112

Social psychologist Erick

Erickson suggests the existence of fear, mLXiety or an identity
vacuum is sufficient to cause people to become "charisma hlIDgry. ,,3
George Rosen apparently agrees noting,
Where a group of people is dominated by another, often with
a vastly superior teclmology, or where groups of people see
thernselves as aliens and exiles trapped in a world which they
want more than anything else to escape, either by destroying the
old order and creating a new and better world or by withdrawing
into a compensatory inner or transcentental world, deliverers
appear who promise to remove hardship, prevent impending calamities, and in general restore the past age of gold. Such messiahs
promulgate prescriptions, establish certain usages, and prohibit
lIb·'
'r
1 la., p. ~).

2Wilson, Noble Savages, p. 100.
3Robert Tucker, :!The Theory of Charismatic Leadership,"
Daedalus 98 (sumner 1968) 3: 745. Erickson's comments were made at
a conference in response to a paper on this topic read by Tucker.
'The subsequent journal article cited here makes passing reference
to these comments without further docunentation.
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others. These messiahs and the movements they head can be seen
as atteqpts to Distill new or to revive flagging energies in such
groups. 1
Edward Shils concludes, "the need for order and the fascination of
disorder persist, and the charismatic propensity is a function of the
need for order. 112
Perhaps one further observation should be made regarding the
crisis situation.
matic leader.

A problem is not enough to give rise to a charis-

Churchill and Roosevelt could define the war in terms

of Adolf Hitler.

The popularity gained by these men in that situation

was not so IIRlCh due to their battle against "Naxi slavery," but
rather due to their battle against an "evil madman" who was the personification of all Nazisim represented.

If there is no difference

in the reality of history, there was in the mind of Englishmen and
Americans who supported their respective leaders.

Schiffer states,

"it is mandatory that the stand of the charismatic leader not be in
opposition to a mere abstraction or thing, but against another human
adversary (even i f such an adversary has to be invented). ,,3
2.

Institutional Credibility.

The existence of a crisis is

of little value to the charismatic leader if he has no credible means
of aiding the situation.

One of the conditions cited by Davis as pre-

requisite to the appearance of a charismatic demonstration was, "a
degree of political integration that causes people to turn to the
lceorge Rosen, "Social Change and Psychopathology in the
Emotional Climate of Millenial Movements," American Behavioral
Scientists 16 (November - December, 1972)2: 164.
2Shils, "Charisma, Order, and Status," p. 203.
3Schiffer, Charisma, p. 39.
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government rather than other institutions (such as family, Church,
union, service club, or local government) for problem solution.:l1

It

should be noted that Davis' work was relevant to charisma as it existed in candidates for federal office in aU. S . election; hence, the
importance of the federal government.

It is logical to assume that

the charismatic union leader would depend on people looking to the
union for help to succeed as would the charismatic clergyman need a
following seeking help from the church to insure his success.

It is

not then the role of the government in society that is important but
rather the credibility of the leader's institution and its ability to
solve a problem that is necessary for the appearance of charisma.
While some sociologists argue the secularization of society
prevents religious institutions from aclLieving this institutional
credibility, Tucker disagrees.
The secularization of society does not so much mean the disappearance of religion as it does the weakening of th.e hold of
religion in its traditional fonns, along with the displacement of
religious emotion into other areas, particularly the political.
Millenarian political movements have dotted the Western social
landscape from the eighteenth century and so far show little sign
of disappearing in the highly secularized industrial society of
the present century. Societies far removed from what Lowenstein
calls the 'magico-re1igious ambiance' may still experience the
pervasive influence of a modem political religion. l'1oreover,
modem corrm.mications media make possible the proj ection of a
charismatic leader of s~h a movement to a far greater number of
people than ever before.
3.

Receptive Audience.

Because charisma is relational, the

role of the followers is almost as important to the success of the
charismatic leader as his own nature.

Churchill recognized the

1Davis , "1952 Campaign," p. 1085.
2Tucker, "Charismatic Leadership," p. 733.
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importance of a following when he conmented, I'To hold the leadership
of a nation or of a party with dignity and authority requires that
the leader's message shall meet not only the need but the mood of
both. ,,1

In his work on the existence of charisma among primitive

peoples, Wilson recognizes the existence of the charismatic phenomenon among primitives even when an actual leader did not exist.

He

does concede, however, that the idea of a leader is strong and an
important part of the charismatic experience of the people. 2 As a
result of this research he tends to emphasize the relational aspect
of charisma in his writings, noting,
Weber's concept, charisma, denotes a quality not of the individual, but of a relationship between believers (or followers)
and the man in whom they believed. His claim, or theirs on his
behalf, was that he had authority because of his supernatural
competences. Charisma is not a personality attribute, but a
3
successful claim to power by virtue of supernatural ordination.
In his application of Weber's theory to the American political arena,
Davis agrees on the importance of a receptive audience in the making
of charismatic leadership corrmenting,
Charisma is therefore not a characteristic of leaders as such
but a relationship between the leader and followers. It depends
both on the construction by a leader and his associates of an
image of him as infallible, onmiscient, and incorruptable and on
a positive, active response to this kind of image - building by
those who are predisposed toward such leadership. 4
lViolet Bonham Carter, "The Impact of Personality in Politics,"
The Romanes Lectures Delivered in the Sheldonian Th.eatre (Oxford: The
ClarendOn Press, June 6, 1963), p. IS. This conment is recalled by
Lady Carter in her address to Oxford students.
2Wilson, Noble Savages, p. 86.
3Ibid., p. 7.
4navis, "1952 Campaign," p. 1083.
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4.

Status.

Some sociologists have suggested status can

enhance tile charisma of a leader while others argue it hinders the
development of charisma.

"VJach argues the negative aspect of this de-

bate writing, "It is interesting to note that the prophets do not
usually come from the aristocracy, the learned, or the refined; they
frequently emerge from the simpler folk and remain true to their
origin in a changed environment. ,,1 However, this statement does not
consider all the available evidence.

While it is true that same pro-

phets were, like Amos, representative of lower socio-economic strata
of society, it is equally true that those prophets existed which
identified primarily with priestly and regal offices. 2 Also, the
above writer fails to accOlmt for the status of the "success story. II
ItA

poverty-ridden beginning may now enhance the potential of a leader

for qualifying as a charismatic, the odds are even

firn~r

if, from

impoverished beginnings, he has moved up to become t filthy rich I .113
In tile most primitive of societies, the farmer or servant who becomes

the spokesman of God and possessor of the office of the prophet is
also the possessor of status.

In this regard, status may be that

element Weber defined as the "charisma of office."
lWach, Sociology of Religion, p. 348.
2Von Orelli demonstrates tllat prophecy existed among the
priestly and noble classes of Jewish society as well as those of
lower socio-economic levels of society. Those prophets of status
include Moses, Jeremiah, Ezekiel and others. Other prophets such as
Natilan served the royal court though their origin is not specifically
identified.
3Schiffer, Charisma, pp. 39-40.
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Status cannot be denied as it relates to the receptivity of
leaders in the eyes of the followers.

Harold Thrvight Lasswell, in his

discussion of power and personality notes,
Power may also be based on social position (respect). The
impact of an upper-class family name has so frequently played a
decisive part in the lives of public men that it would be more
than unusually invidious to name an example. Sometimes, of
course, a lowly respect position is the asset (remember the 'log
cabin' tradition in the ~. S., al1.d the virtue of 'proletarian'
origin in the U.S.S.R.).
For the purpose of this thesis, it is only necessary to recognize the
"charisma of office" vJhich a religious leader possesses by virtue of
the fact he is a religious leader.

Dunnam, Herbertson and Shostrom

note,
Ministers are corrrnonly seen as authority figures. Whether that is
in keeping with the minister's desire or not doesn't matter. The
very nature of his office sets him apart in this way. This image
set~ th~ stage for all the manipulative processes to spring into
act~on.

5.
foreignness.

Foreignness.

A fifth element of charisma is that of

While in many respects the charismatic leader is tl1e

populist leader, he is a populist leader who does not carry the tradition of leadership in the culturally accepted sense of the word.
Hence, charisma is most evident at the origin of a leader's public
life.
The element of foreignness should not be severe or it may
hinder the leader's rise to power.

Because this leadership style is

populist in approach to people, the leader must possess that with
lHarold Thrvight Lasswell, POVJer and Personality (Westport,
Cotn1.ecticut: Greenwood Press, 1976), p. 28.
~e

2Maxie D. Durmam, Gary J. Herbertson and Everett L. Shostrom,
Manipulator in the Church (New York: Abingdon Press, 1968), p. 66.
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which the population can identify.

This may include an Lmexplained

physical condition such as a battle scar on a military leader or something relevant to his cOIlTil1.mication style, i.e. an l..n1usual accent or
expression.

Schiffer reminds the reader, "The proverb •familiarity

breeds contempt,' has a corollary:

somethil1.g foreign (yet familiar)

breeds charisma . •• 1

6.

Sexual Mystique.

Schiffer also suggests sexuality may

have some bearing on charisma, even contributing to the charismatic
image.

His conclusions are influenced in this area by Canadian Prime

Minister Pierre Elliot Trudeau's example although he also cites the
affair of Adolph Hitler with his mistress Eva Bra.1-ml.

It is not that

the charismatic leader must fit the image of the sexual conquerer,
nor is the reverse mos t desirable.

Schiffer suggests,

The leader who corrrnands a forthright image of responsibility and
mature adult adaptation in the area of sex must forfeit thereby
his claim to any charismatic sexuality. Conversely, the leader
who manifests an aura of 2hildlike perplexity to his sexual chemistry, whose private peccadillaes and sensual indiscretions show
that in sexual matters he has, as it were, both feet firmly
planted in the a~r - such a leader has indeed taken a giant step
toward charisma.
This is not to suggest that widely publicized exploits in
areas outside of comnunity standards of morality aid the charismatic
appeal of the leader.

Some would suggest the publicity surrOLmding
')

the publication of Beyond Reasorr during the Canadian federal election
lSchiffer, Charisma, p. 24.
2Ibid., p. 48.

~garet Trudeau, Beyond Reason. (New York:
Lt:d"

1979).

Paddington Press
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of 1979 may have contributed strongly to Pierre Elliot Trudeau's
defeat at the ha.."'1.ds of conservative leader Joe Clark.

Others would

cite the Chappaquiddick incident as a major political liability to
the political career

~itions

of U.S. Senator Edward Kennedy.

Schiffer suggests in this regard, "It is the no man's land between
-what is exposed and what is hidden that the story of charismatic
sexuality takes place.

We deplore knowing too much of our idol's

mind and personal chemistry; we demand our right to remain puzzled. ,,1
Some might question both the relevance and morality of this
trait as applied to the man fulfilling the office of the pastor.
Schiffer's emphasis on sexuality is not to suggest that it must be
accomplished through actions normally considered contradictory to the
conservative standards of biblical
reverse may be true.

mora~ity.

In actual fact, the

The ftmdarnentalist pastor who speaks positively

of sexual monogamy and openly opposes What he considers an illegitimate means of birth control, i.e. abortion, may be recognized in a
society abandoning biblical authority for a less restrictive humanistic approach to life as one Who has ''both feet firmly planted in the
air" with regard to sexual matters.

Under these conditions, the

practicing hedonist is the norm and gains no supportive authority
from his lifestyle.
7.

Imperfection.

The paradox of charisma is that While the

leader is recognized as a god,

eiw~er

actually or practically, he

cannot stand constantly perfect in the eyes of his followers.
lSchiffer, Charisma, p. 48.

His
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followers demand a god to give them direction but they desire a man
to lead them so as to be certain he understands their plight.
Schiffer comments,
A leader with charisma is of necessity perceived as someone,
not only to a degree foreign, but to a degree subtly defective .
. . . But a candidate blessed with some more minor blemish or
stigma (such as a slight limp of questionable origin) carries an
extra dimension in vital imagery, one capable of capturing a
people's imagination.
Wach makes claim to the imperfection of the charismatic leader stating,
"Charismatic prophecy and personal 'abnormality' often coincide. ,,2
However, he fails to further define the nature of that "personal abnorrnali ty . " The reader is left wondering if it may even refer to the
prophet's belief in deity and/or destiny.
this imperfection, it does exist.
tle nature.

Regardless of the nature of

Its value exists only in its sub-

Evidence of an imperfection of any major sort "WOuld tend

to negate charisma as people would not recognize any credibility to
the leader's leadership potential.
8.

Personality.

In answer to the question, "Is there a dis-

tinct charismatic personality?" the answer may appear in both
affirmative and negative.

h~e

This trait is debated among sociologists.

Those who deny the existence of a charismatic personality point to
the differences which exist between these leaders.

Wach writes,

Different as their personalities may be, they have in common profound religious experiences of some originality and tile gift of
lIbid., pp. 29-30.
2Wach, Sociology of Religion, p. 334.
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communicating them directly or indirectly to others, thus beco~? sOliologically important centers of religious life and
actlVlty.
In contrast, others stress these similarities and have defined
a common set of characteristics defined as the charismatic personality.
Davis lists four aspects of personality found in charismatics.
1. The individual with charismatic tendencies is less able to
tolerate indecision and crisis.
2. He is less able to maintain ambiguous perceptions -- the
phenomena he observes must be clarified. He is, in other words,
lIDre likely to make categoric judgments.
3. He is lIDre likely to believe that other people share his
opinions and act as he acts.
4. He is less likely, because of his preoccupation with leaders,
to have strong ties to political parties. 2
9.

Desire.

That which is true of all effective leaders is

also true of the charismatic leader.

He must desire to lead.

Al-

though it is not uncomnon for the religious prophet to claim not to
have heeded the first "call of God" upon his life, he does in fact
yield to the designs of deity for his life and prepare to lead.

The

biblical record of the experience of Moses, Jonah and Jeremiah suggest
illustrations of the reluctant prophet, reluctant in answering the
"call of God" upon his life.

This reluctance should not be confused

with desire mich exists after the fact, that is desire VJhich is
characteristic of the prophet men he is the prophet.

The will to

lead is evident in fonner U.S. Ambassador Isaiah Berlin's appraisal
of then British Prime Minister Winston Churchill.
lIbid., p. 345.
2Davis , "1952 Campaign," p. 1083.

He wrote, ''He does
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not react, he acts; he does not mirror, he affects others and alters
them to his own powerful measure." 1
10.

Strong Willed.

The work of Princeton University socio-

logist Ann Ruth Willner is widely respected in this field largely because of her work in identifying the charismatic personality.

One of

her conclusions is "The charismatic leader is strong-willed and firm
in decision-making processes.,,2

In this regard, he is often criti-

cized as an autocratic leader in management books.

This phenomena

may be closely related to his identification with deity.

Because he

believes himself to be a chosen spokesman for deity, it may be that
he cannot change until his god changes.

If inmutability is an attri-

bute of his concept of god, even the most minor of changes must be
carefully masked.

"When change is a necessity in groups committed to

a charismatic leader's vision, those changes become major crises.
These types of changes usually only take place in cases of prophetic
failure. 3
11.

Demanding.

In his discussion of Durkheim's "sacred,"

O'Dea notes it makes a demand on the believer and/or worshipper. 4 The
nature of this demand is dependent upon the objectives of the institution; however, the success of the charismatic leader can be measured
lIsaiah Berlin, "Mr. Churchill in 1940," Atlantic IYbnthly,
Septe:rrDer 1949, p. 40.
2Ann Ruth Willner and Dorothy Willner, "The Rise and Role of
Charismatic Leaders," Annuals of the American Academy of Political
and Social Sciences 358 (MarCh 1965): 65.
3Joseph F. Zygrrnmt, "Prophetic Failure and Chilcastic Identity: The Case of Jehovah's Witnesses," American Journal of Sociology 75 (May 1970): 933.
4o'Dea, Sociology of Religion, pp. 20-21.
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by the degree of commibnent the followers have toward accomplishing
these objectives and demands.

Rosabeth Kanter suggests, "Commitment

refers to a person's willingness to carry out the requirements of a
pattern of social action because he or she sees it as stemming from
·1

his or her own basic nature as a person. II

The Willners noted charisma's ability to elicit an extraordinary degree of devotion and self-sacrifice from women. 2 While
several psychologists suggest women tend to more readily follow
authoritarian leaders than do men, this observation may also be true
of men in the example of certain charismatic leaders.
12.

Success Orientation.

As

suggested above, one of the

problems with charisma is that it exists only so long as it succeeds.
As

a result, charismatic leaders and their followers tend to be

pragmatists.

The leader often justifies his movement with an appeal

to their successes.

But when the leader himself fails, his authority

confronts its most severe crisis.

Joseph Zygrrnmt' s extensive re-

searCh on the Jehovah's Witnesses reaction to prophetic failure dernonstrates that the failure of the religious prophet, though not necessarily fatal to the movement, still poses a serious threat to the
movement's very existence.
The ernpiracle disconfirrnation of specific prophecies is, of
course, a potential threat to the continuity of a movement, inducing organizational strains of several sorts. It may
lRosabeth MOss Kanter, "Corrrnitment and the Internal Organization of Millenial Movements," American Behavioral Scientists 16
(November - December, 1972)2: 224.
2Willner and Willner, "Charismatic Leaders," p. 69.
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invalidate the charismatic status of the movement's leadership and
this contributes to group discoordination and the attrition of
membership support. 1
Elsewhere he explains the strategy by which the leaders of the Watchtower Bible and Tract Society (Jehovah's Witnesses) have dealt with
numerous major prophetic failures demonstrating that this does not
demand the death of the movement. 2
validate the rule, only modifies it.

Still, the exception does not inThe movement is not doomed with

prophetic failure, but the potential doom is inevitable unless the
organizational leadership is able to accomplish What has been successfully accomplished many times by the Witness sect, a redefinition of
the original vision so as to deny failure.

Concerning the importance

of success to validate the prophet and give him credibility, Weber
noted,
If proof of his cllarismatic qualifications fails him for long, the
leader endowed with charisma tends to think his god or his magical
or heroic powers have deserted him. If he is for long unsuccessful, above all if ILLs leadership fails to benefit his followers,
it is likely that his charismatic authority will disappear. This
is the genuine charisma§ic meaning of the phrase 'by the gift of
God' (Gottesguadentum).
13.

Irrational Economics.

Reinhard Bendix sounds a corrmon

theme as he describes charisma and the charismatic leader's economic
1Joseph F. Zygmunt, ''When Prophecies Fail -- A Theoretical
Perspective on the Comparative Evidence, II American Behavioral
Scientist 16 (November - December, 1972)2: 258.
2Joseph F. Zygmunt explains more fully the strategy of tile
Jehovah's Witnesses in dealing with prophetic failure in "Prophetic
Failure" cited earlier. The details of tilis adjustment are not important to this study.
3Bendix, "Reflections," p. 343.
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capabilities stating, "it typically neglects considerations of economic efficiency and rationality. ,,1 Ann and Dorothy Willner suggest
the charismatic leader may be indifferent or impractical with respect
to personal finances. 2 This lack of budgetary consideration may be
the greatest weakness of the Charismatic leader, yet it is also his
strengh1..

Financial considerations do not prevent his attempting the

unusual which a more conservative leader would rule out for cost
reasons.
14.

Commmication Skills.

A leader cannot lead without

nnmicating his directions to those who would follow him.

COIIl-

As will be

demonstrated in the next cll.apter, the charismatic leader is even more
dependent upon commmication skills to achieve his ends.

According

to Kavanagh, "Alleged charismatic leaders are also invariably men of
striking eloquence, and this ability is surely important in transmitting the qualities of leader to follower.,,3

The research of James

Thompson concerning the nature of authority and power in military
groups "supports the belief that in complex organizations power and
commmication are associated.,,4 When the comnunication process breaks
down in the highly structured institution, the charismatic leader who

is able to commmicate his vision to an isolated and bewildered
lIbido
2Willner and Willner, "Charismatic Leadership," p. 68.

~vanagh, "Charisma and Political Leadership," p. 2l.
4James D. Thompson, "Authority and Power in 'Identicle'
Journal of Sociology 62 (1956): 301.

Organizatiof1~,-f' American
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populace has a prime opporttmity to seize power.

Wach' s study of

the founders of religion, those charismatic leaders with the largest
and TIlOst lasting following, suggests something of the importance and
significance of communication skills.
In analyzing the various activities of the founders, we find in
nearly every case preaching and teaching. To convey the message
of salvation and perfection and to lead them to the acceptance of
the truth revealed to thrm in their basic experience are primary
concerns of the founder.
15.

Mental Control.

In their landmark study on the charis-

matic leader, the Wi1lners noted that these leaders possessed both an
extraordinary presence of mind under stress and unusual mental aCCOIDp1ishrnent. 2 This is not to suggest an exceptional I.Q. rating is
prerequisite to successful leadership.

Eugene Jennings cites several

studies that make such a conclusion hard to accept noting,
In many of these studies there were as many non-leaders who were
TIlOre superior than the leaders as there were followers TIlOre inferior than the average. In some cases there were many nonleaders -who were TIlOre superior than the leaders, and this overlapping of scores has been interpreted to mean that superio
intelligence is not an absolute requirement for leadership. 3
It is not intelligence that is required to lead but rather
control of those personal mental capabilities at the disposal of the
leader in times of tension and crisis.

Because of his mastery of the

English language as deJIDnstrated in his many books, TIlOSt people think
of Winston Churchill as a brilliant person.

But Charles Wegner

suggests,
1Wach, Sociology of Religion, p. 343.
2Wi1lner and Willner, "Charismatic Leaders," p. 67.

%ugene E. Jennings, An Anatomy of Leadership: Princes,
Heroes, and Supermen (New York: Harper & Brothers, PUblishers, 1960),
p. 150.
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Churchill was a very intuitive and creative individual with a
practical bent. He possessed a burning desire for personal distinction. He was poorly educated, not wIll read, or unstable
tempennent, but had an indomitable will.
Like other charismatic leaders, it was Churchill's ability to recall
from his many sources of information and not his education that aided
him in leading Britain through the Second World War.

Even with a

limited I.Q. the leader is able to discipline his mind to accomplish
more than what average men attain.
16.

Creativity.

matic leader.

Creativity is characteristic of the charis-

He brings to a confused potential following a creative

solution to their problems.
different.

His creativity need not be original, only

Charismatic leaders have been successful who promoted a

new vision of the future as have charismatic leaders who have capital-

ized on the nostalgic element of society and promoted a vision of the
future incorporating a restoration of past lost virtues.

Corrrnenting

on the charismatic leader in the fundamentalist church, Towns observes,
Creativity may be reflected in his speech, ideas, even to the
extent of his being a phrase-maker. Catchy slogans will gain
attention and keep interest in a serrron. Creativity may be expressed by his unique solution to the 1.IDstable social problems of
the masses. Or, creativity may be a ~ew teclmique he uses to
attract more people to SlIDday School.
17.

Vision.

Charismatic leaders characteristically possess

a specifically revolutionary vision with regard to potential future.
"According to Weber the style of the charismatic leader is revolutionary.

He is a 'revolutionary force,' spurning traditional methods

lcharles \iJegner, "Lord Morgan or Churchill:
}1en," Ethics 77 (January 1967): 150.
2Towns , Fastest Growing Churches, p. 208.

Mastery over
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and values and his authority is 'specifically irrational' in the sense
of defying rules. ,,1

Boles and Davenport suggest vision is essential

to any leadership style.
Leaders have a distinct vision of what their organizations
could and should be -- of what might result from their intervention in a situation that likely would not result without such
intervention. They have a preferred outcome for that situation,
and ~ey need to estimate 'What would occur if they do not intervene.
Vision here identifies that ability to see with 1.IDderstanding
the p rob ab le consequences of both specific action and nonaction.
"Dr. John R. Mott has defined a man of vision as he who can see fur-

ther than other men see, deeper than other men see, and before other
men see. ,,3 F1.IDdamentalist spokesman Elmer Towns agrees, "The Biblical
leader must see first, see farthest, and see most.

He must have a

vision of 'What God is going to do with the church. ,,4 Pierson calls
vision "divine discontent.

It is a holy thing God plants deep in the

heart of man that keeps him from becoming satisfied with achievements
of the past. ,,5

Vision is that which causes the leader to see things

they way they should be and will be in the days to come.
lKavanagh, "Charisma and Political Leadership," p. 7.
2Boles and Davenport, Educational Leadership, p. 15.

~erman Harrell Horne, The Essentials of Leadership and
Other P ers in Moral and Reli ious Education (Freeport, New York:
Books or Libraries Press, 1970 , p. 18.
4Elmer L. Towns, The Successful S1.IDday School and Teachers
Guidebook Revised Edition (Carol Stream, Illinois: Creation House,
1980), p. 209.
Ontario:

~bert H. Pierson, So You Want to Be a Leader? (Osnawa,
Pacific Press Publishing Association, 1976), pp. 10-11.
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The vision of the charismatic leader is that of world renewal,
or at least renewal of that part of the world over which the leader
gains authority.

The author recalls hearing the political speeches of

Pierre Elliot Trudeau in the last sixties promising Canadians a "new
and just society."

It was also during the sixties that Martin Luther

King, Jr. spoke of his dream of "the promised land" where black and
white children could play together hand in hand.

An earlier genera-

tion of Canadians were roused by the vision of one John Diefenbaker
to reclaim and develop the "true north strong and free."

During the

war years of 1940-1945, Adolph Hitler controlled Europe as Winston
Churchill rose to power and popularity with a vision of an eternal
England rising up to destroy the dreaded Nazi threat and free Europe.
Hitler's own rise to power was in part due to his vision of a "Jewfree Europe."

Concerning this prophetic vision of charismatic leaders,

Wilson observes,
Certainly, prophets may see their task as being to 'rearrange t."'e
world,' and often they promise a new pattern of perhaps faultless
order, but one cannot ignore the powerful thrust for change and
transfonnation which prophecy also ~lies, and change, at least
in the short run, must mean disorder.
Followers of charismatic leaders apparently consider interim anarchy
a price well worth the value of the end product, a new and faultless
world.

This may suggest why charismatic leaders appear to appeal most

to lower socio-economic groups often oppressed by the established
ruling class.

These have least to lose and most to gain if the

charismatic leader achieves success.
lWilson, Noble Savages, p. 10.
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18.

Emotional Appeal.

The authority of charismatic leader-

ship is irrational in that it cannot be rationally defended and/or
developed in a legal rational framework.

It requires by its very

nature a stirring of the emotions in its followers if it is to accomplish its end.

Concerning the emotional appeal of U.S. political

candidates for the office of President, Davis suggests,
Although strong liking for a candidate is not in itself evidential,
for charismatics the emotional attraction of a candidate is predominant and is coupled widJ: the feeling that the leader is the
incarnation of all virtues.
From a somewhat nore theoretical perspective, Wach suggests,
Charisma of personal character appeals more to the emotions; official charisma is more I rational. t Whereas the former claims
complete loyalty, even personal surrender, the latter usually demands a circl..DllScribed or I tempered I obedience. 2
In the context of charismatic leadership, "personal charisma" is that
attribute true of the leader himself where "official charisma" is that
uthority belonging to the leader by virtue of the office he holds.
19.

Instability/Activity.

by instability and activity.

Charismatic leadership is marked

As a young politician Churchill reflect-

ed this attitude with the statement, "I like things to happen, and if
tlley don't happen I like to make them. ,3
t

This particular aspect of

charisma was first discussed by Weber as Kavanagh explains.
Weber points to the instability of tlle charismatic appeal and its
inadequacy as a permanent basis for legitimacy. Retention of the
lDavis, "1952 Campaign," p. 1084.

2~-Jach, Sociology of Religion, p. 337.
~vanagh, "Charisma and Political Leadership," p. 19.
Churchill's statements are not documented by Kavanagh.
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charismatic relationship depends on the maintenance of the crlSlS
atmosphere and on the leader's confirmation of his grace by perfonning outstanding feats or 'miracles.'
This instability and constant activity on the part of charismatic leaders is one of those areas emphasized most by its critics
of this style.

Groups led by charismatics are unaccus tomed with

bureaucratic effectiveness in the areas of organizational efficiency.
They may even advertise this feature as one of their distinctives
-with statements like, "Nothing armmd here is constant apart from
change." As the organization grows and the sectarian group is institutionalized, this feature is modified somewhat to allow for the
development of a bureaucracy.
ZO.

Energy.

One of the personality traits of charismatic

leaders suggested by the t..Jillner sisters was that of energy.

"A high

level of energy or extraordinary vitality"Z is essential to their
success.

For many reasons, charismatic leaders tend to push them-

selves beyond the limits of ordinary men.

These include the urgency

of their vision, their certainty relating to the doom of the world
system, and conviction concerning the call of God.

This ability may

be inborn or inherited or it may be the leader is simply more disciplined and demanding on himself.
Zl.

Hypnotic Eyes.

One of the findings of the Willner's

study was, "Charismatic leaders have extraordinary eyes which are
lrbid., p. 7.
ZWillner and ij..Jillner, "Charismatic Leaders," p. 63.
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fierce and hypnotic in effect.' ,1 The leader may be at times accused
of manipulating people with his look as was the case with Billy
Graham during his first crusade in London, England. 2

In describing

the physical appearance of the late Rees Howells of the Bible College
of Wales, biographer Norman Grubb noted, "above all, remarkable eyes,
crystal clear and penetrating, the eyes of a seer. ,,3 Throughout
history men have com:nented on the unusual eyes of religious prophets
and charismatic leaders.
Those concem.ed with the study of nonverbal conmmication
are quick to recognize the power potential of the eyes.

Kathlyn Gay

suggests, "Eye movements . . . are the Host noticed of all visible
behavior.

We look at eacl1. other's faces more than we look at any

other part of the body, so we quickly learn meanings of eye contact
(or lack of it) and other movements of the face and head. ,,4

In her

discussion of connn.mication with the eyes, Gay is quick to note eye
behavior may be reflective of one's culture, upbringing or lifestyle. S
Much additional study needs to be done concem.ing the power of the
eyes possessed by most charismatic leaders.
22.

Divine Calling.

Much of the early work relating to

lIbido
2Towns , Fastest Growing Churches, pp. 208-209.
3Norman P. Grubb, Rees Howells Intercessor (Fort Washington,
Pennsylvania: Christian Literature Crusade, 1980), p. 19.
4Kathlyn Gay, Body Talk (New York:

1974), p. 37.

SIbid., pp. 36-46.

Charles Scribner's Sons,
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charisma was based on a study of the prophets of Israel.

It was only

natural that a "call of God" be considered part of the characterization of the "charismatic prophet." Wach writes,
'TI"le awareness of his mission comes to the chosen one upon the
occasion of his 'call.' Characteristic of such a mission is the
close association of the message with the personality of its
promulgator and the permanent endowment with power. The idea of
a mission implies consciousness of its mandatory character . . . .
It implies imnediate cormn.mion with the deity, the intensity of
which is more characteristic than its continuance. . . . Tne consciousness of being the organ, instn:nnent, or mouthpiece of the
divine will is characteristic of the self-interpretation of the
prophet. 1
But a sense of destiny or calling exists in charismatic
fields outside the promotion of religion.

Schiffer notes of political

leaders,
An ingredient that makes an appearance with startling regularity

in the historically documented profiles of public charismatic
leaders is a professed sense of being called to public service by
some spiritual or divine force. 2
In 1940 as Winston Cl"lurchill assumed ti"le office of Prime Minister,
that period of history when his leadership was most recognized, he
wrote, "I felt as if I were walking wit.."'l. destiny, and that all

nw

past

life had been but a preparation for this hour and this trial. ,,3
Later he added, "Power, for the sake of lording it over fellowcreatures or adding to personal pomp, is rightly judged base.

But

power in a national crisis, when a man believes he knows what orders
lWach, Sociology of Religion, pp. 343, 347.
2Schiffer, Charisma, p. 34.
3winston Spencer Churchill, 'TI"le Second World War, Vol. 2:
The Twilight War (London: Cassell & Company, Ltd., 1969), pp.

238-239.
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should be given, is a blessing. III
23.

Divine Vessel.

The charismatic leader is a credible

model of one Whom deity can use to accomplish divine objectives.
Towns suggests the biblical charismatic possesses "a trust in the
infinite power of God to work through the weakest hlIDJaI1 channel. ,,2
Engstrom suggests this may be true of all leaders noting, "The greatest leaders have always had a strong faith in ti1emselves to lead.
Most have felt that they were instrcn:nents of destiny illlder God. 113
From the perspective of the follower, Wilson notes, "A charismatic
leader must be a plausible vessel for divine grace:

but the very

content of 'plausibility' is itself culturally detennined.

It may

be more than average endowment of energy, determination, fanaticism,
and perhaps intelligence. ,,4 Both the leader and follower must be
convinced that the leader qualifies and in actuality is a vessel
through Which deity can communicate and direct a people.
This concept of being a worthy vessel through Which God can
work appears throughout the his tory of leadership writings.

As

early as tile thirteenth century, St. Bonaventure (Giovanni di Fidanza)
wrote, liThe life of the head should be a m:>del to the rest of the
community.

(London:

What his words teach his actions ought to show, as the

lIdem, The Second World War, Vol. 3: The Fall of France
Cassell & Company, Ltd., 1969), p. 12.

~owns, Fastest Growing Churches, p. 212.
~ngs trom, Making of a Christian Leader, p. 84.
4wilson, Noble Savages, p. 29.
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diagrams drawn by a geometry teacher illustrate his proofs .,,1

Bona-

venture was a Franciscan monk at a time when the movement was characterized by its founder, St. Francis of Assisi.
24.

Divinity Attributed to Leaders.

The charismatic leader

is not only "called by God" but is nonnally represented in the mind
of his followers as possessing the attributes of deity.

In a some-

what satirical note on this matter, Wilson suggests, ''When God, or
his younger brother, walked the earth - - or when millions believed
that he did -- the claim is explicitly intended to change the course
of known human history. ,,2
That the charismatic leader be equated in totality with
deity is not essential.

It is enough that he be recognized as a

"god" in the sense of possessing an attribute that is unusual in
nature or extraordinary in the degree with which it is ovi7lJ.ed.
notes,

'~eber

Shils

did not restrict his usage of 'charisma' to refer only

to rnanifestatilons of divinity.

He often used the term to refer to

extraordinary individuals. ,,3
In the most primitive of cultures, any unusual attribute is
many times considered supernatural in origin.

It is not unusual then

that charismatic leaders among primitive peoples, both tribal leaders
and religious prophets, should be considered divine.

However, with

the supposed advances of civilization, people are less willing to
\;iovanni di Fidanza (St. Bonaventure), The Character of a
Christian Leader: The Six Wings of the Seraph, translated by
Philip 0 'Mara (Ann Arbor, Michigan: Servant Books, 1978), p. 33.
2Wilson, Noble Savages, p. 32.
3Shils , "Order and Status,' I p. 200.
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recognize the existence of deity or have a much more specific designation of the idea of "god."

This may explain why, I1More recent charis-

matic rulers like Napoleon I, Hitler, Stalin, and Huey Long have avoided the label 'god,' being content with possessing, in the minds
of their followers, more than mortal but perhaps only demigod1y
powers. 111

Shi1s may be more representative of a member of Western

civilization when he analyzes this aspect of charisma commenting,
The charismatic quality of an individual as perceived by others,
or himself, lies in what is thought to be his connection with
(including possession by or embodiment of) some very centra1
feature of man's existence and the cosmos in which he lives. 2
25.

Faith in a Higher Authority outside One's Self.

A

final characteristic of charismatic leadership is a faith in I1godl1 as
the leader defines the term I1god. 11

Faith is here used in its psycho-

logical rather than theological sense.

The author holds to a con-

servative fundamentalist concept of the nature and attributes of God,
but recognizes that charismatic leaders exist outside the fundamentalist interpretation of Christianity and indeed outside the Christian
faith itself.

In each case, however, the leader has a strong faith

in a higher authority outside one's self and that authority is defined functionally as I1god. 11

The author is not prepared here to

comment on the function of deity with regard to the rising of charisma, but only wishes to note that charismatics, particularly religious
prophets, are characterized by a strong faith in God.

Towns suggests

there are two aspects to this characteristic of faith as it relates
1Davis , 111952 Carnpaign,11 p. 1086.
2Shi1s , "Order and Status, 11 p. 201.
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to the pastor of a fundamentalist Church.
The leader who is aware of the sovereignty of God and His intervention in the affairs of this life will have an inner confidence
that God can guide his affairs. This inner confidence results
in outer respect by the populace, making him a better leader.
This psychological reason is only half the picture. The leider
who has great trust in God will have great spiritual power.
Wilson further recognizes the place of faith in the charismatic
phenomena concluding,
It nrust be evident from the foregoing cases that charisma may
radically affect a social situation -- not because of any inherent
pmver in the individual men, but primarily because such power is
looked for in particular individuals. Society operates not infrequently by faith. Charisma may be analogous to a credit
system: given the faith in the currency, in its redeemability
in conmodities or services, currenzy works, whether the specie
is cowrie shells or printed paper.
While the leader just described may well be non-existent in
the conternporaryworld, charismatic leaders do exist and influence
the world and society about them.

Those leaders possessing a per-

centage of the above traits in an unusual quality are nonnally considered charismatic.

That leader measuring closest to this ideal

type is theoretically the one with the greatest success potential in
leading his followers to accomplish the objectives of his movement.

Lrowns,
2Wilson,

Fastest Growing ChurChes, p. 2ll.

~oble

Savages, p. 93.

CHAPTER III
AN ANALYSIS OF THE LEADER-GROUP RElATIONSHIP

A leader leads only as he affects other people.

It is that

relationship existing between the charismatic leader and those whom
he influences directly and indirectly that is here discussed by tl1e
author.

Because the charisma.tic leader leads primarily through group

identification, a discussion relating to both group experience and
the leader I s strategy in securing group loyalty is included.

As

leaders exist in every strata of society, i.e. home, church, government, union, business, etc., it is conceivable that the theoretical
principles discussed here may be applied to various social institutions with minor adaptations.

The two chief variables in each situa-

tion are the leader and his following.
cusses the nature of the gifted leader.

The previous chapter dis-

In the following chapter

the principles identified here will be applied to a particular religious institution, the sectarian fundamentalist church.l

It remains

the work of future students to apply this leadership style to other
religious and/or non-religious institutions.
The world has been dependent on leadership throughout history.
In her lecture on "The Importance of Personality in Politics,"
1rhe expression "sectarian fundamentalist church" is used
sociologically in this thesis to identify certain types of funda- .
mentalist groups. Though mentioned here, the tenn will be further
defined in the following chapter (see pages 73 to 84).
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Lady Violet Bonham Carter noted,
The fate of peoples and even civilizations may have depended on
the strength of nerve and spirit of one single individual, on
his power to ride the whirlwind at a given moment, to endur
certain acute tensions, stresses, crises, without breaking. 1
It is this influence on people that in fact characterizes the charismatic leader.

While it is theoretically possible to analyze the

leader as an independent agent, in reality a leader is nonexistent
apart from the group he leads.

Wach suggests, ''Max Weber has intro-

duced the happy term 'charisma' into the language of the sociologist
as a designation for the specific power postulating and exercising
authority over others." 2
As previously noted, there are those who would deny the

existence of charisma in contemporary society.

Those making this

denial tend to believe the charismatic phenomenon is exclusively the
result of a super leader and fail to recognize the importance of the
group almost suggesting the leader is simply the creation of the
group. 3 The practice of charismatic leadership in contemporary
society, however, recognizes the truth of both arguments.

The

charismatic leader is more than a creation of his followers, yet
he is not their leader 1JIJ.til they follow him.

Bendix notes,

There are many historical examples of a leader who feels the
call but cannot find a following, or of people at large searching
in vain for a leader who will satisfy their longing for a
miracle. Thus, charisma appears to occur frequently because the
lCarter, "Personality in Politics, lip. ll.
2Wach, Sociology of Religion, p. 337.
3Schiffer, Charisma, p. 7.
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search for it continues. But genuine charisma is a rare event,
born as it is of a belief in the mysterious giftlof one man,
which that man shares with those who follow him.
Those who do follow the leader tend to follow closely.

The leader

apparently achieves tremendous credibility in the eyes of his people.
Wilson observes,
Charisma is a relation of supreme trust in the total competence
of an individual, whose qualities are 'supernatural, superhuman,
or at least specifically exceptional.' Charisma is the extreme
exemplification of thinking in a personal idiom. But there must
be certain other social preconditions before charisma, in a
socially significant sense -- in the Weberian sense -- is
manifested. Z
The author suggests members of a movement led by thecb.arismatic leader may grow rnore or less involved in the movement depending
upon their perceived relationship to the leader (see chart 3A).

Both

leader and members tend to consider all non-members as strangers to
the movement.

In doing so, they deny the existence of any actual

difference between the former member who left in opposition or in
lack of sympathy to the rnovement, those who might otherwise be described as enemies because they oppose or are opposed by the rnovement, and the 1.lr1informed or disinterested non-member.

Merribership in

the rnovement exists when the follower chooses to loosely identify
with the rnovement and its leader.

As his loyalty grows, the convert

becomes a participant in group events and eventually a supporter of
group causes.

The ultimate stage of involvement for a group member

is defined by the author as that of a devotee.

The devotee actually

lBendix, "Charismatic Leadership," p. 352.
2Wilson, Noble Savages, p. 25.
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CHART 3A

A DIAGRAM OF RELATIONSHIPS TO A CHARISMATIC LEADER

Stranger

Convert
Participant
Supporter
Devotee

Leader
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or practically recognizes the alleged deity of his leader and is unable to identify himself apart from reference to his leader.
The charismatic leader aids his followers in this growth
experience as he conducts his strategy for securing group loyalty
(see chart 3B).

In the experience of an ideal member (see chart 3C),

the stranger is introduced to the movement and chooses to identify
with the movement and/or leader to a certain degree.

Assuming this

new member will become a devotee without regression when the leader
issues a challenge, the convert becomes a participant by accepting
the challenge.

The call for sacrifice is later obeyed by the parti-

cipant who may at that time become a supporter.

The announcement of

a limited victory by the leader results in the supporters' celebration of that victory with other group members.

The setting of that

limited victory celebration provides the leader with the opportunity
to restate the objectives of the movement.

In this ideal type, the

supporter more closely identifies with the leader and may now be
considered a devotee.
Actually chart 3D represents the more realistic situation
within the group as it demonstrates the leader constantly issuing
a challenge, calling for sacrifice, announcing limited victories
and restating objectives.

As a result, members may be responding

to their leader at various stages in their personal experience and
may in fact respond negatively.

This chart reflects the unstable

natl.rre of those organizations sl.rrrounding the charismatic leader.
Individuals are constantly becoming both members and non-members and
even within the ranks of membership, the loyalties and degree of
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CHART 3B
A STRATEGY FOR DEVElDpmG GROUP LOYALTY

STAGES OF
GRm@

Identification

LEADER

GROUP

'The group members are
defined as "my people".

The leader is recognized
as ''my leader" mo will
fight for "my cause".

Challenge

'The leader will meet
the challenge ilia t
poses a threat, real
or imagined, to the
security of his peopIe, and engage in
battle.

The people will follow
their leader into an
impossible situation
with blind trust/hope
in their leader's
ability to deliver
them.

Sacrifice

The leader will make
great sacrifices for
the cause.

'The peop Ie will make
great sacrifices for
their leader.

Limited Victory

The leader will neglect or reinterpret
his failures and
focus on his successes.

The people grow to
believe their leader,
and therefore they
and their cause are
m.beatab Ie.

Hope

The leader has always believed in
his ultimate tricn:nph.

The people know
failure is beyond the
realm of possibility
and therefore it is
no longer considered.
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CHART 3C

A CYClE OF DEVElDPIl\JG MEMBERSHIP EXPERIENCE

Stranger

Non-lvfeniber

~"i
Initial Identification

:Meniber

Closer
Identification
Acceptance of
Challenge

Celebrating Limited
Victory

Making Sacrifice

J

!
I
I

t

NOlE: This chart represents the possible experience of a
stranger who upon initial exposure to a charismatic leader chooses to
identify with the leader's following and grows into·a greater degree
of loyalty to that leader without interruption.
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CHART 3D

A CYCLE OF GROUP EXPERIENCE

Exposed
Stranger
Limited
Identification.

Limited
Identification

Accepts
Challenge

Exposed
Stranger
The Leader's
Exposed
Stranger

Close
Identification

Makes
Sacrifice

Activities

Celebrates
Limited
Victory

Exposed
Stranger

Limited
Identification
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devotion may alter at any time.

Effective communication from the

leader to his followers becomes a practical necessity if the leader
is to cont:inue to identify with his follaw:ing and :influence them toward the accomplishment of his predeterm:ined objectives.
The ability to communicate ideas, emotions and hopes is basic
to the success of the charismatic leader.

T11e proposed cycle of

experience presupposes that communication skills are evident on the
part of the leader.

It is the objectives of the leader to which

group members identify.

As the leader issues a challenge, he must

communicate the importance of such a challenge to his followers.
then will they be will:ing to make the required sacrifices.

Only

If the

leader does not constantly remind his followers of their successes
and ultimate hope, it may soon be forgotten.

Communication is the

key which rnlocks the process by which :institutional loyalties are
strengthened and the group is led.
Kavanagh's study of Churchill's early war speeches suggests,
Three elements recurred :in these early speeches: first, a statement of the setbacks and the difficult times ahead; second, that
this was a struggle between good and evil, made more heroic by
the fact that Brita:in stood alone; third, the assertation that
defeat was 1ID.thinkable and, no matter what the cost, Brita:in
would be victorious. This ability to convince people of the :in.:..
evitability of future victory, no matter what the present disasters, was the source of Aneur:in Blvan's later compla:int that
Churchill was a dreamer; for his greatest feat was to persuade
people not to look at the facts. '

i

Bendix suggests Weber,
did not forsee that it would be possible to stimulate publicly
all aspects of charismatic leadership -- the manifestations of
the leader's extraord:inary gifts, the rnconditional devotion of
lKavanagh, "Charisma and Political Leadership," pp. 21-22.
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his disciples, and the awed veneration of his large following,
saturating all ~els of communication so tl1at no one can
escape the message.
This raises the Whole issue of a new breed of pseudo-charismatic
leaders.

Towns introduces this term to discuss the abuse of charisma.

The author here uses the term to identify a form of non-genuine
charisma which may be perceived by followers yet is the result of
media manipulation rather than charisma as defined in this thesis.
It is conceivable that the conditions of charisma could be staged and
effectively communicated through abuse of contemporary communication
media such as radio and especially television.

Political candidates

already have professional consultants in media to aid in the planning
of a media campaign.

:Millions of dollars have been spent in recent

years designing lifestyle ads for political parties to enhance their
appeal (charisma).

It may be possible that a candidate may soon be

able to buy his charisma on :Madison Avenue, New York.
Contemporary charismatics in the field of religion and
politics are learning to master the media to improve communication
with their ever-increasing following.

A prime element in the pro-

motion of contemporary charisma is music because of its strong emotional appeal.

This is by no means a new technique.

Wach observes,

The psychology of the revival meeting in primitive and advanced civilizations proves that music has been used all through
the ages to enhance the effect of religious rites. Its power
has been so great that fear has been felt that it might confuse
the religious meaning of the message it illustrated and thus has
aroused at times harsh and violent protests (Calvin, Kierkegaard,
and Tolstoi) . Yet the most primitive group, as well as the
lBendix, "Reflections," p. 348.
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sophisticated congregations of a modeTIl metropolis, uses song
and instryrnental music to create and sustain the IIDod of the
assembly.
Towns suggests the charismatic leader tends to use an idiomatic
style of speech with which certain groups may more readily identify.
According to him,
The charismatic leader usually expresses his ideas in nostalgic
or historionic speech. In many cases, the newly emerged deliverer
is a IIDuthpiece for sentiments that exist at the subliminal level
of the masses. Many charismatic pastors use country or westeTIl
phrases in their sermons, especially to appea~ to members of the
congregation who come from rural backgrounds.
It is not the particular expressions used by these pastors that enhances their cOIl1Il1IDication, but rather the acceptance of those expressions by those in the congregation that completes the cornmunication process.

Conceivably, this may explain the apparent lack of

success of the "country preacher" in the urban surroundings of
America's maj or metropolitan areas.
The success of the charismatic leader in influencing his
group to accomplish the objectives of his movement depends upon the
close identification that must exist between the leader and his
followers.

To develop this intense identification, charismatic

leaders appear to build on the following elements to secure and develop group loyalty.

A progression exists in that each stage of

growth draws the follower and his leader closer together.

Actually,

the leader's position remains unchanged, but through identification,
challenge, sacrifice, limited victory and hope, the follower comes to
lWach, Sociology of Religion, p. 372.
2Towns , Fastest Growing Churches, p. 199.
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identify more closely with his leader, passing from the position of
convert to devotee.

But the procedure is also cyclical in that the

leader may constantly issue challenges, call for sacrifices and announce limited victories as his followers are consistently drawn
closer to his ideals.
l.

Identification.

of identification.

The first of these five stages is that

While every movement involves a close identifica-

tion with its leadership, the movement led by the charismatic leader
carmot be adequately described without reference to the leader.

Fol-

lowers of these leaders are drawn to them with an emotional intensity.
Tucker attributes this to the revolutionary message of the leader
noting,
The followers respond to the charismatic leader with passionate
loyalty because the salvation, or promise of it, that he appears
to embody represents the fulfillment of urgently felt needs;
their faith in his extraordinary capacities is kept alive (or
not, as the case may be) by the periodic demonstration that he
gives (if he does) of powers oflefficacious leadership on the
road to the salvationist goals.
.
Kanter, however, suggests the miraculous works of the leader may explain this close identification noting,
A movement is also connected to power and meaning through
matic figures and their special, magical, superhuman properties.
Even if leaders did not have these traits, it is likely in some
instances that followers would invent them. It is also important
that the charismatics be somewhat removed
life and from
ordinary, rational sources of explanation.
Though in reality he is apart from the people he leads, the charis,..'
matic leader is a master at identifying with the comron man and
ITucker, "Charismatic Leadership," p. 743.
2Kanter , t'Millenial Movements," p. 241.
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convincing the followers he is one of them.

Prince Norodom Sihanouk

of Cambodia has so TIlllCh "identified himself with his country and
people that any criticism of them is regarded by him as a personal
affront, and any attack on him is considered as an insult to Carribodia' s
digni ty and honor. "I According to Kavanagh, an earlier world leader
also capitalized on this populist identification.

He notes,

By his personal example and oratory Churchill did reflect and
epitamize a latent national wish to resist Hitler, but this did
not involve an acceptance of his own heroic and historical visions
of the role of the British Empire. 2
Kavanagh's suggestion that Churchill's followers chose to reject their
leader's philosophy of history and the place of the British Empire in
the same, if indeed such a claim is accurate, would only serve to
emphasize the strength of group identification with their leader.

It

;'was that with which they could identify, not that which they could
not accept, that determined the loyalty of the populace to their
charismatic leader in the case of Winston Churchill.

Wilson recognizes

the insignificance of particular ideas of a charismatic leader when
he states, "whatever the specific 'platfonn' of a prophet, be it
irmovation or restoration, charisma produces social change. ,,3
This unique relationship that exists between the charismatic
leader and those Who follow lLlin is a relationship of growth passing
through five stages of which identification is the point of first
lRoger M. Smith, "Prince Norodom Sihanouk of Cambodia,"
Asian Survey 7 (June 1967)6: 354. Smith's study of Sihanouk identifies the prince as a type of Asian charismatic leader.
2Kavanagh , "Charisma and Political Leadership," p. 38.
3rJilson, Noble Savages, p. 98.
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contact.

In his original writings on charisma, Weber,

emphasizes that the cl1arismatic leader and his followers constitute
a congregation (Gemeinde); he has no officials assisting him, but
rather disciples or confidents, who have no career or qualifications in the bureaucratic sense and no privileges. Rather they
are personally called by their leader based on his preemptory
judgment of their own charismatic gifts; they may be as summarilYl
dismissed when he judges that they have failed his trust in them.
Commenting on the same phenomenon from the perspective of the follower,
Davis suggests group members need "group support for his own judgments"
being relatively tma.ble "to stand alone. ,,2

This leader-group identity

becomes the fOlIDdational element to the motivational attempts of the
leader.

The examples of Churchill and Sihanouk are suggested above.

Wilson would add a third stating, "It is no accident that Hitler's
ideological repertoire drew so heavily on race, blood, ruralism, pri-

mary native virtue, pre-Christian religious imagery, folk values, and
semi-mystical adventism.,,3
The successful clbarismatic leader defines this group identity
in two ways, positively and negatively.

Positively, the group is a

group because they share conmon experiences.

Kanter notes, "Commn

backgrom.d and shared experience help develop conmunion, and thus it
is no accident that most movements most, successfully recruit from
members of the same strata. ,,4 But the conrnonality of group members
need not be socio-economic in nature as Wach demonstrates.
lBendix, "Reflections," p. 343.
2Davis , "1952 Campaign," p. 1095.
3wilson, Noble Savages, p. 105.
4rzanter, "Millenial Movements," p. 232.
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The decisive integrating power of religion is worship. A
group of people Who pray together becomes unified even if composed
of socially, intellectually, or otherwise heterogeneous elements,
at least for the time the devotion lasts. A group of people who
pray and -WOrship together regularly become, at least telfP0rarily,
brethren and sisters in a more than metaphorical sense.
This commmion of group members is further enhanced by their commn
group experiences, including initiation rites into the group and the
sharing of group secrets.

Kanter observes,

An important part of strong corrmitJ:nent to the new commmity
represented by the movement is a changing identity, as mentioned
ear lier, the death of th.e old self, and the birth of a new one.
. . . George Simnel wrote brilliantly on the social functions of
a secret. Regardless of content, he argued, the fact of having
a secret helps weld the sharers of it into a special elect entity.2

Negatively, group identity is determined in contrast with the
nongroup, involving the
elect group.

S1.IDl

total of all those not initiated into the

On the basis of his study of ideological groups in

Russia, Vladimir Nahirny concludes,
The persistent attempts made by ideological groups to draw clearcut bounds between themselves and the hostile world reflect this
dualistic orientation. The clearer such a line of demarcation,
the more intense are the hatred and the suspicion of the outside
world and, consequently, the more cohesive the ideological
group. 3
This is not exclusively a Russian phenomenon.

In her study of sects

in nineteenth century America, Alice Felt Tyler observed,
The leaders of these new sects emphasized their separateness and
the need for the close association of all members. The more
peculiar the tenents of their faith, the more necessary became
lWach, Sociology of Religion, p. 371.
2Kanter , "Millenial Movements," pp. 236, 240.
3vladimir C. Nahirny, "Some Observations on Ideological
Groups," American Journal of Sociology 67 (1961): 402.
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the instruction, criticism, and supervision that community living
could make possible.
2.

Challenge.

of challenge.

The second stage of growth involves the idea

By its very nature, the charismatic phenomenon demands

opposition and meets every challenge.

Without exception, sociologists

stress the importance of the crisis situation as prerequisite to the
success of charismatic leadership.

0' Dea states, "Charisma issues a

call, and those who for whatever reasons can hear this call respond
with the conviction. ,,2

In his effort to lead his distinct elect

group of followers, it appears inevitable that a challenge to the
security of his group, real or imagined, should arise.

In groups of

sectarian nature, that challenge often comes from the temptation to
return to the old order, a previous lifestyle.

Kanter states,

:"Hostility to the old order, the established society, and symbolic or
actual rejection of it are commn themes in millenial movements. ,,3
VJhen the challenge appears, the leader acts.

Because his

fight is defined in tenns of "the cause," a cause adopted by the
group, group members follow him into battle.

The faith they demon-

strate in their leader's abilities to win at this point approaches
that of a desperate hope.

Group members who follow the charismatic

leader have so defined their existence with the group and cause and
are so dependent upon group support for their judgments and decisions,
lA1ice Felt Tyler, Freedom's Ferment: Phases of American
Social History from the Colonial Period to the Outbreak of the Civil
War (New York: Harper Torchbooks, 1962), p. 108.
20 'Dea, Sociology of Religion, p. 23.
3r<anter, "Millenial Movements," p. 230.
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that their very existence and personal success is equated with the
existence and success of the group in general and the leader in particular.
The result of the challenge as it is met by the leader and
group is conflict.

Tills too serves a useful function in uniting the

group and allowing the leader to influence group members with greater
ease.

Ellsworth Faris states,

The conflict unites the sect, creates esprit de corps and hei~~tens
morale . Usually, but not always, if the conflict be too severe
so that confidence is lessened, dissentions may arise and factions
appear. . . . In the sect, however, a conflict can be with the
'world,' which is a subjective image, and it is possible for a
sect to survive great disasters since they are so certain of
ultimate success. The sect therefore has always some degree of
isolation and is IIDre apt to have a high morale when they sycceed
in securing a location shut off from the rest of the world.
While Faris is commenting specifically with regard to religious sects,
it is significant that Paul Bryant, described as America's wirmingest
college football coach, recognizes motivation as the key element in
successfully coaching athletic teams who win their conflicts. 2 Further support that conflict tends to strengthen group 1.mity outside
the field of religion comes from MUeller's survey of the popularity
of selected U. S. Presidents.

He writes, "Certain intense intemation-

al events generate a 'rally r01.md the flag' effect which tends to
give a boost to the President's popularity rating. ,,3
lEllsworth Faris, "The Sect and the Sectarian," American
Journal of Sociology 60 (1955)6: 81.
2Herschel Nissenson, "The Bear: Motivation is Key to Bryant's
Success," Savannah Evening Press, 27 January 1981, p. 21.
%ru.eller, "Presidential Popularity," p. 21.
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3.

Sacrifice.

A call to sacrifice is the third stage of

growth :in developing group loyalty.

The result of conflict is both

victory and defeat, yet neither is usually obtained exclusively.
There may be times when victory seems wi thin grasp as the group
crashes to a sturming upset.
the midst of conflict.

The reverse process may also occur in

The leader and group engaging in a conflict

of any significance with a real or imag:ined enemy will experience
both victory and defeat before the conflict is finally resolved.
This presents the charismatic leader with two opportunities to further strengthen group identity and influence the group to achieve its
objectives.

The first of these two opportunities relates to the

area of sacrifice.
O'Dea suggests, ":in charisma we see a def:inite breaking
point in the world of everydayness, one closely connected with an
unusual person and involv:ing obligation. I

As demonstrated:in the

previous chapter, the leader's continued rule as central authority
:in the group is dependent on his success.

Understanding this, he

is prepared to make great personal sacrifices to insure personal
success as defined in the cause.

The conflict provides the leader

the opportunity to calIon his people to follow his example and make
great sacrifices for their leader and cause.
When followers are inspired or obliged to give to their
leader, the degree of loyalty and interest in the success of their
leader is increased.

Margaret Fisher goes so far as to define leader-

IO'Dea, Sociology of Religion, p. 22.
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ship lias the function of a group in investing authority in its agent
for a specific task" noting, liThe term invest has been chosen to
indicate that the group expects same returns from its agent. III Kanter
also demonstrates that the investment made by group members serves to
reinforce group loyalties and identity.
The process of investJ:nent provides the person with a stake in the
fate of the group. He comnits his resources to it: time, energy,
mney, property, and reputation all became bmmd ~ with the movement, so that leaving it neans leaving all behind.
This principle suggests people tend to value more that which costs
mre or requires a higher obligation.

Kanter claims,

Sacrifice operates on the basis of a single prlliciple from cognitive consistency theories: the more it costs a person to do
sonething, the more valuable he will consider it, in order to
justify the psychic expense and remain internally consistent. 3

4.

Limited Victory.

A fourth principle by which the charis-

matic leader strengthens group identity and loyalty and influences
group members to achieve group objectives is the recognition of
limited victory.

Wilson reminds the reader, liThe charismatic leader

is always at the mercy of the demand that he produce the miracles
that he has promised.

To sustain conmitment the charismatic must

succeed, must at least produce the signs and wonders to came." 4
This results in a 1..IDique double standard practiced by the
charismatic leader and fully accepted by his loyal followers.

He

lMargaret W. Fisher, Leadership and Intelligence (New York:
Columbia University, 1954), p. 122.

2Kanter , "Millenial Movements," p. 228.
3Ibid ., p. 226.
4wilson, Noble Savages, p. 36.
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tends to remind his followers constantly of his successes mLd overlook, deny, or rationalize his failures.

Churchill identified as the

moral for his massive work on the Second World War, mL act of
history in which he played a prominent part as a charismatic leader
in Great Brita:in, the following:
In War:

Resolution
Defiance
In Victory: Ma~ty
In Peace: Goodwill 1

In Defeat:

Chang-sik Lee notes of North Korean leader Kim Il-song, "The North
Korean masses are now taught to believe that Kim was the only revolutionary leader of significance before 1945 and that he almost singlehandedly defeated the Japanese imperialists."Z
The· necessity of victory may on occasi'On detennine strategy
s'O as to insure success.
be conceivable in the

The ultimate objective of the group may not

~d

of the charismatic leader immediately, so

he may opt to lead his group to success in accomplishing a smaller
less significant objective.

The ultimate goal is not abandoned, but

the victory recognized in accomplishing "What was otherwise an 1ID.important objective results in a further demonstration of the infallibility of the leader before his followers and reinforces in the nrilLd
of both leader and group rnerriber that the battle will be someday completed and the total victory will then belong to them.

According to

Fisher this may have been part of the strategy 'Of Jawaharlal Nehru.
lWinston S. Churchill, The Second World War: I. The
Gathering Storm (London: Cassell & Company Ltd., 1969), p. ii.
ZChang-sik Lee, "Kim Il-song of North Korea," Asian Survey
7 (J1ID.e 1967)6: 38l. Lee's study of this North Korean leader typlifies Kim Il-song as a charismatic leader.
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A consciousness of being morally right and riding the wave of
the future gave the comparatively youthful Jawaharlal -- then just
turned 38 -- an ebullience which caused the Madras (1927) session
of the Congress to declare 'complete national independence' as its
goal -- a prerequisite to the socialism for which he knew the
Congress was not yet ready. He made it his mission both to educate
his Congress colleagues and to cultivate the more radical YOUtli
and labor groups in an effort to narrow the gulf between these
groups and the Congress. 1
5.

Hope.

The final stage in the charismatic leader's move

to influence the group is hope.

Group members come to a personal

realization that failure is impossible and therefore no longer worthy
of consideration.

Boles and Davenport suggest, "Followers must be-

lieve that decisions made and actions taken are better than they
could have made/ taken on their awn.' ,2

In religious sects emphasizing

a millenial hope, this theological hope often becomes the ultimate
&roup hope.

Zygrrnmt argues,

The major key to the group's success in keeping its rnillenial
hopes alive and in resisting secularization has been its development of an essentially self-confirming and socially isolating
symbolic-interactional system which has sustained its b~ic
convictions and reduced its stakes in the present world.
Boles and Davenport define motivation as "an orientation
toward certain goals sufficient to bring about action. ,,4 MOrris
Janowitz further suggests motivational influence may involve "domination" or "manipulation."

The charismatic leader who leads a group

according to the above suggested model is an example of Janowitz's
%rgaret W. Fisher, "India's JawaharlaLNJ:furu," Asian Survey
7 (June 1967)6: 367. Fisher's study of Nehru typlifies him as a
charismatic leader.
2Boles and Davenport, Educational Leadership, p. 27.
3Zygrrnmt , "Prophetic Failure," pp. 941-942.
4Boles and Davenport, Educational Leadership, p. 425.
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manipulation.
By manipulation we mean influencing an individual's behavior by
indirect teclmiquesof group persuasion and by emphasis on group
goals. Manipulation involves positive incentives rather than
physical threats; though it does retain the threat of exclusion
from the group as a form of control. The indirect tec1miques of
~pylation tend to take into account the soldier's predisposit~on.

In light of the above strategy, it is ironic that charismatic leaders
are normally associated with groups at the original or sect stage of
development. 2

Sects, though nonnally thought of as anti-institution-

al, apparently possess stronger institutional loyalties to their
group than non-group members possess in relation to the organizations
they support.

Ernst Troeltsch defined a sect as,

a voluntary society, composed of strict and definite Christian
believers bound to each other by the fact that all have experienced 'the new birth.' These 'believers' live apart from
the world, are limited to small groups, emphasize the law instead
of grace, and in varying degrees within their own circle set up
the Cbristian order, based on love; all this is done ~ preparation for and expectation of the coming Kingdom of God.
Troeltsch's comments regarding the size of sects is determined on the basis of studies in Germany where sects are in fact
small and does not consider the large sectarian religious groups of
Eastern cult leaders, primitive religious tribes or large fundamentalist and Pentecostalist churches in America.

The same problem exists

lllorris Janowitz, "Changing Patten1.s of Organizational
Authority: The Military Establishment, II Administrative Science
Quarterly 3 (1958): 482.
2David o. Moberg, The Church as a Social Institution:
Sociology of American Religion (Eilglewood Cliffs, New Jersey:
Prentice Hall, mc., 1964), pp. 116-117.

The

%mst Troeltsch, The Social Teaching of the Christian
Churches, 2 Vols., Trans. by Olive l"Jyan (London: George Allen and
UrvJ.in, 1931)2: 993.
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with stuart Chaplin's study of the optimLnn size of institutions.

His

survey of eighty white denominational churches in Minneapolis during

1928 is based on a ffiJdel Ul1.likely to include charismatic leaders, ffiJst
of whom would be identified with Negro churches or fundamentalist congregations which were at that time engaged in a controversy which had
resulted in their withdrawal from the maj or Protestant denominations. 1
The charismatic leader shares a close relationship with ti1.e
group he leads.

While in the previous chapter, the leader is described

as an independent agent, in practice he carmot be identified apart
from the group he leads.

Similarily, the group led by the charismatic

leader tends to define its existence in terms of the leader's ideas,
goals, ambitions.

This chapter has discussed principles by which

a charismatic leader influences his group.

The application of these

princip les to the field of religion in general and ffiJre particularly
the sectarian fundamentalist church is the objective of the next
chapter.
IF. Stuart Chapin, I'The OptimLnn Size of Institutions:
Theory of the Large Group," American Journal of Sociology 62
(March 1957)5: 449-460.

A

CHAPTER N

FUNDAMENTALIST CHURCH LEADERSHIP
TO' accomplish the abeve stated purpese ef this chapter,
several items must be censidered.

First, the chapter will survey

varieus models ef representative religieus institutiens as developed
by leading secielegists with special attention being given to' the
eriginal church sect distinctiens as develeped by German secielegist
Ernst Treeltsch.

It will then be dem:mstrated that charismatic lead-

ership is most cemron in its appearance at the sectarian stage ef a
j:!hurch's develepmental cycle.

That charismatic leadership is a

phenomenen ef certain fundamentalist churches will then be demonstrated as it becomes evident that these fundamentalist greups tend
to' be s trongly sectarian in nature .

Finally, the auther' s leadership

model ef the previeus chapter will be applied to' the fundamentalist
church in an attempt to' demonstrate haw the charismatic pasters ef
these churches influence tileir peeple to' accemplish the aims ef their
church primarily threugh institutional identificatien.
Among secielegists ef religien there exists a wide variety ef
epinien cencerning varieus elements ef religion, the nature ef the
church, and the nature ef religieus leadership.

A chief reasen fer

this difference ef epinien is fotmd in the nature ef these greups
studied to' ferm the basis ef secielegical theery.

As different

secielegists study different greups, different conclusions are
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reached which mayor may not be applicable to other religious institutions.

Church sociologist David Moberg of Marquette University

suggests, "The ch.urch is so large and diversified that it is necessary
to identify the different forms it typically takes."l
A further problem exists in that those typologies or classifications of churches which have been prepared represent ideal types
seldom fOlmd as described.

This problem is similar in nature to the

author's surrmary of the nature of charismatic leadership.

While the

ideal type may not exist, it serves as the best model to recognize
and identify a phenomenon when it appears in society.

Nevertheless,

it should be noted that some contemporary sociologists are calling
for a re-defining of types and models :ill. religious sociology to more
closely represent actual religious institutions.

With this in mind,

Alan Winter sugges ts, "Barriers should be lowered not only as they
pertain to the study of concepts of sect and church, but more
generally, between the sociology of religion as a whole and other
fields within sociology if the sociology of religion is to develop
as much as possible. ,,2

The author suggests an analysis of his foot-

notes and bibliography demonstrates he has in fact not only stepped
out of the area of sociology of religion but also outside of the
field 6f sociology in an attempt to gather information to further the
lmderstanding of charisma tic leadership.

However, existing models

of religious institutions apparently rely on Troeltsch's church/sect
1Mbberg, Social Institution, p. 73.
of Reli ion:
2J. Alan Winter, Continuities in the Sociolo
Creed, Congregation and COIIlDIDl1.ity New York: Harper & Row, Publishers,
1977), p. 3.
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types.

The author believes their benefit is valid in the contemporary

study of sociology provided their limitations are kept in mind.
Tile underlying presuppositions of sociologists become somewhat
apparent as they define religion.

The ideological founders of com-

rrn.mism -which typically opposes all religious institutions wrote,

"Religion is the sigh of the oppressed creature, the heart of the
heartless world, just as it is the spirit of a spiritless situation.
It is the opium of the people. ,,1 Max Weber in contrast reacted
strongly with 11arxist sociology.

Talcott Parsons notes, ''Weber's

primary interest is in religion as a reinforcement of the stability
of societies.,,2 Perhaps the clearest sociological definition of
religion, however, is that of French writer Emile Durkheim.
A religion is a unified system of beliefs and practices
relative to sacred things, that is to say, things set apart and
forbidden -- beliefs and practices -which unite into one single
l10ral cOn1nunity called a Church, all those who adhere to them. 3
1.

Sectarian Religious Groups.

Ernst Troeltsch represents

the classical approach to the classifications of various types of
religious institutions.

Other wirters proposing sociological types

often do so in reaction to Troeltsch or one of his disciples.
Essentially Troeltsch recognized two distinct institutions of
Christianity, church and sect.

As this relates to the writings of

Max Weber 'Who introduced the subject of charisma into sociology,

lKarl Marx and Fredric Engels, On Religion (New York:
Schocken Books, 1964), p. 42.
2parsons, "Introduction," p. xxx.

~le Durkheim, The Elementary Fonns of the Religious Life,
trans. by Joseph W. Swain (New York: Free Press, 1965), p. 62.
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Troeltsch acknowledges on at least two occasions that he relied on
Weber as the basis of his theory. 1 Also, Moberg notes, "The two
scholars were personal friends who for a while resided in the same
house.,,2

It is, therefore, a valid practice to compare the emphasis

of these two writers favorably.

Weber's insights on leadership and

Troeltsch's church/sect model are compatible,

tho~l

different

approaches to a similar phenomena.
Because both church and sect are religious institutions in
Troeltsch's IJX)del, they have many similarities.

By way of distinc-

tions, however, Troeltsch defined that,
the sects, on the other hand, are comparatively small groups; they
aspire after personal inward perfection, and they aim at direct
personal fellowship between the members of each group. From the
very beginning, therefore, they are forced to organize themselves
into small groups, and to renounce the idea of dominating the
world. Their attitude towards the world, the State, and Society
may be indifferent, tolerant, or hostile, since they have no desire to control and incorporate these forms of social life; on
the contrary, they tend to avoid them, their aim is usually
either to tolerate their presence alongside of their own body,
or even to replace these social institutions by their own society.3
In addition to the above, Troeltsch also emphasized a distinct ap-

proach to asceticism on the part of sects.
The asceticism of the sects, on the other hand, is merely the
simple principle of detachment from the world, and is expressed
in the refusal to use law, to swear in a court of justice, to
own property, to exercise dominion over others, or to take part
in war. The sects take the Sermon on the l-101.mt as their ideal;
they lay stress on the simple but radical opposition of the
Kingdom of God to all secular interest and institutions.
lrroeltsch, Social Teaching, I: 34, 433.
2Moberg, Social Institution, p. 76.
3rroeltsch, Social Teaciling, I: 331.
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Tile ascetic ideal of the sects consists simply in opposition to
the world and to its social institutions, but it is not opposition
to the sense-life, nor to the average life of humanity. It is
therefore only related with the asceticism of monasticism in so
far as the latter also creates special conditions, within which
it is ~ossible to lead a life according to tlle Sermon on tile
MOlmt.
OtlLerS have since contributed to Troeltsch's church/sect
typology.

Max vJeber emphasized the difference between church and

sect indicating,
that sect rnenibership was the equivalent of a certificate of moral
qualification, for only religiously qualified persons were accepted into the vohmtary membership. This could not hold true
for church rnenibership, for affiliation witll a church was obligatory in pr~ciple and based on birth ratiler than on the rneniber' s
qualities.
But perhaps the most notable of the adaptations of Troeltsch's thesis
has been the introduction of a progressive look at religious instituiions from sect to church.

This was not originally part of Troeltsch's

idea, and he specifically suggested, "The word' sect,' however, does
not mean that these IIlOvements are illldeveloped expressions of the
Church-type; it stands for an independent sociological type of
Christian thought.,,3
:f:.1ilton Yinger is among those sociologists which look at the
sect/church relationsllip as part of a sociological cycle.

He suggests,

"The sect grows out of certain aspects of the teacllings of the church
and, if it is to survive in the historical current, must grow again
lIbid., p. 332.

~lOberg, Social Institution, p. 76.
3troeltsch, Social Teaching, p. 338.

l·~· · 'tJ.
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I

into a church. III He further defined this cycle into a sixfold classification as illustrated in chart 4A.

Howard Becker, also accepting a

cyclical view of ch.urch/ sect relationships, prQposed a model based
on four essential types of religious institutions (see chart 4B).
Additional models have been developed by Harvey Cox (see chart 4C)
and Elmer Towns (see chart 4D).

:Moberg explains the underlying theme

of those who adopt a cyclical model of the church/sect typology.
The sect originates in social unrest and follows a gradual
process of institutionalization. Eventually it accOIIJITK)dates itself to rival organizations; when it is tolerated and tolerant,
it assumes the form of a denomination. Thus sectarian movements
of conflict groups aim to reform the IIlOres by working upon
society from within. Gradually they crystallize into denominations which are accOIIIDJdati2n groups no longer at war with one
another and with the world.
Ellsworth Faris apparently agrees with :Moberg's t..'1esis suggesting,
.I"The sect arises in a period of disorganization and is a phase of the
re-integration of the cOTImunity as a whole. ,,3

The author notes the

similarity that apparently exists between the origins of sects and
charismatic leadership, both arising out of a crisis situation or
phase of disorganization.

This is not the only similarity possessed

by these two phenomena.
The very nature of charismatic leadership demands that it be
expressed in a sectarian type institution.

'TIlese groups have a

strong bond of fellowship in part attributed to their separation/
1J. Milton Yinger, Religion in the Struggle for Power
(Durham, North Carolina: Duke University Press, 1946), p. 19.
2:MOberg, Social Institution, p. 77.
3.Ellsworth Faris, "The Sect and the Sectarian," American
Journal of Sociology 60 (1955)6: 75.

t
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CHART 4A
J. MILTON YINGER'S MODEL OF THE CHURCH CYClE

Universal Church

~.
Cult

Ecclesia

Sect

Class Church
(Denomination)

Established
Sect
ual.

SOURCE: J. Hilton Yinger, Religion, Society and the Individ(New York: The MacMillan Co., 1957), pp. 147-55.
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CHART 4B
HOWARD BECKER I S MODEL OF THE CHURCH CYClE

Ecclesia

Cult
Denomination

Sect
SOURCE: Howard Becker, Through Values to Social Interpretation (D.:urharn, North Carolina: Duke University Press, 1950), pp.
114-18.
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CHART 4C

HARVEY COX I S MODEL OF THE SOCIAL CYClE

Megalopolis

Tribe

Metropolis

Tovm

SOURCE: Harvey Cox, The Secular Ci
Secularization and
Urbanization in Theological Perspective New York: The Macmillan
Company, 1966), pp. 1-13.
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CHART 4D
ELMER L. TOWNS I MODEL OF THE CHURCH CYCLE

Cult

Deterioration

Fundamentalist/
Sectarian

Denomination

Evangelical/
Institutional
SOURCE: Elmer L. Towns, America I s Fastest Growing Churches:
Why 10 Sunday Schools Are Growing Fast (Nashville, Tennessee: Impact
Books, 1972), pp. 152-92.
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isolation from the world.

Moberg notes, "The leader's charisma (from

a Greek word tor 'spiritual gift') is the basis for charismatic
authority.

Personal devotion to him and his cause results from the

followers' state of mind; they believe lLlin to have exceptional or
even supernatural powers. ,,1 0' Dea observes, "Pure charisma is alien
to the established institutions of society. ,,2 Weber's own designation of the prophet as the religious rrodel of the charismatic leader
demonstrates the importance of "b."le separation of th.e leader from the
established order of society.

Parsons suggests, "The essential

criterion of prophecy for Weber is whether. or not the message is a
call to break with an established order. ,,3 Wilson further states,
"Tne antithesis of charisma, as Weber exp01mded the concept, is
fotmd in routine, stability, and in regular, integrated institutional
procedures. ,,4 The relationship between sectarian religious groups
and charismatic leadership is further established by Schiffer's
observation that,
in substance, charismatic leadership was characterized by a lack
of continuity, by rrovernent rather than stability, and by a disregard for public opinion. Such leadeSship was a calling that
transcended democratic representation.
It is therefore rrost natural that tloberg should conclude, "Charismatic
lMoberg, Social Institution, p. 85.
20 'Dea, Sociology of Religion, p. 23.
3parsons, "Introduction," p. :xxxv.
4wilson, Noble Savages, p. 112.
5Scl'liffer, Bass Society, p. 5.
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leadership is most often apparent in new sects. ,,1
This is not to equate charismatic leadership solely 'With that
leadership of small and obscure sects.

While early literature on

sects did characterize them as small movements, the more recent research of Robert TuCker suggests a charismatic leader can establish
a movement of international scope with longevity beyond the life of
the founder. 2 Tucker suggests a group grows from a group of persons
clustered about a charismatic into a movement in its first phase of
growth.

As the movement grows, it is organized and in essence becomes

a party organization. This period is followed by what Tucker calls
the mass movement, clharacterized by fluctuation recording both periods
of growth and decline.

With the aquirement of political power, the

mass movement becomes a movement-regime.

If the movement continues

to grow, the possibility exists of becoming an internation movement.
Tucker describes these six stages in a series of concentric circles
around the charismatic leader (see chart 4E).

The most significant

finding of Tucker's research is that charisma can build a strong and
large, even international following vvhich may last and continue to
grow beyond the death of the founder.

This conclusion coming out of

the experience of Lenin suggests the same phenomenon may be possible
1Mbberg, Social Institutions, p. 96.
2The following discussion is based on the results of a study
of the growth of Russian Conmmism as started by Lenin, a charismatic
leader, as published by Robert Tucker, "The Theory of Charismatic
Leadership," Daedalus 98 (Smmer, 1968)3: 731-756.
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CHART 4E
ROBERT TUCKER I S MODEL OF 'TIlE GRowrn OF LENllUSJ.VI

SOURCE: Robert Tucker, "A Theory of Charismatic Leadership,"
Daedalus 98 (Summer, 1968)3: 731-56.
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in the experience of other political and non-political clharismatic
leaders. 1
In a final note concerning sectarian movements, Moberg reports,
"Gidding's analysis of modern religious cultural groups concluded that
only sectarian bodies, which were mere denominational or partisan
associations, were being created arotmd the turn of the century.' ,2
This observation almost sevenvJ-five years old is apparently as relevant today.

This is not the exclusive practice of sectarian groups

but is a prominent theme in their literature.
2.

Ftmdamentalism as a Sectarian Movement.

Ftmdamentalism

has been variously defined by writers of different persuasions.
Theologically, the term designates a doctrinal position affirming
the verbal inspiration of t."'e Bible, the virgin birth of Christ implying His divine nature, the substitutionary atonement of Christ,
the literal resurrection of Christ on the third day, and the visible
return of Christ at a future date.

However, evangelical critic

Carl F. H. Henry suggests,
Ftmdarnentalism is considered a summary term for theological pugnaciousness, eccurnenical disruptiveness, also tmprogressiveness,
scientific obliviousness, and/or anti-intellectual inexcusableness. By others, ftmdamentalism is eq~ted with extreme dispensationalism, pulpit sensationalism'Jaccepted emotionalism, social
withdrawal, and bawdy church music","
lThis conclusion is contrary to the suggestions of most literature on charisma. However, Tucker presents a strong case of his
claim, T'ne author includes it here only to suggest the size and
strength of a charismatic leader's movement are not thenllielves indicators of his charisma or lack of clharisrna.
2:rloberg, Social Institution, p. 76.
published his findings in May, 1908.

Franklin H. Giddings

3Carl F, H, Henry, ''What is Ftmdamentalism?"
gelical Action, 16 July 1966, p, 303,
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Standing to the opposite extreme of the conservative theological
spectrum, former Bob Jones University professor George Dollar suggests,
"Historic fundamentalism is the literal exposition of all the affirmations and attitudes of the Bible and the militant exposure of all

II
I

I
I

non-Bibilical (sic) affirmations and attitudes. ,,1 The late John R.
Rice, fonner editor of The Sword of the Lord, also defined fundamentalism beyond mere faith in the historic doctrines of Christianity
so as to involve lifestyle attitudes.

Rice notes,

I

As we define flmdamentalism, it means a vigorous defense of the

I

faith, active soulwinning, great New Testament-type local
churches going abroad to win multitudes, having fervent love for
all of God's people and earnestZy avoiding compromise in doctrine
or yolking up with 1.D1believers.
These definitions of the contemporary fundamentalist movement
represent the positions of three tmrelated men.

Had Henry, Dollar

and Rice met to discuss theology, no two of these men would have established complete agreement on anything less
statements.

tl~

the vaguest of

Yet each agrees that fundamentalism represents a move-

ment characterized by more than doctrinal affirmations.

While speci-

fics differ reflecting the different views of the men involved, all
agree that fundamentalism is characterized by the lifestyle and
attitudes of its adherents.

It is the author's contention that cer-

tain fundamentalist groups reflect Troeltsch's sect type of religious
institution.
lGeorge W. Dollar, A History of Fundamentalism in .America
(Greenville, South Carolina: Bob Jones University Press, 1973), p. l.
2John R. PQce, I Am a Fundamentalist a1urfreesboro, Tennessee:
The Sword of the Lord Publishers, 1975), p. 10.
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That fundamentalists are sectarian in nature might stand undisputed by fundamentalist leaders if it were not for the negative
cormotations of the term sect.

Troeltsch addressed this problem not-

ing,
Very often in the so-called 'sects' it is precisely the essential
elements of the Gospel which are fully expressed; they themselves
always appeal to the Gospel and to a Primitive ChristialJ:ity, and
accuse the Church of having fallen away from its ideal.
TI10ugh evangelicals and fundamentalists share corrrnon doctrinal
convictions, they differ in emphasis.

Evangelicals tend to determine

fellowship on the basis of the evangel, the message of the gospel.
TI1e fundamentalist has a narrower basis of fellowship in that he demands of his friends strict adherance to the historical fundamentals
of the faith as defined by a literalistic/legalistic interpretation
6f the Scriptures.

Troeltsch noted this also as an essential dif-

ference between the church and sect in his typology.
The Church emphasizes the idea of Grace and makes it obj ective; the sect emphasizes and realizes the idea of subjective
holiness. In the Scriptures the Church adheres to the source of
redempt~on, "dhereas the sect adheres to the Law of God and of
Christ.

A further evidence of the sectarian nature of fundamentalism
is apparent in the leadership of the TIDvement.

Wilson suggests,

"Sects, as usually defined in the growing body of sociological literature on the subject, do not usually employ the services of a
ministry. ,,3

This does not deny the existence of clergymen in

Lrroeltsch, Social Teaching, p. 334.

2Ibid., p. 337.
3Bryan R. ~.Jilson, "The Pentecostalist Minister: Role Conflict and Status Contradictions," American Journal of Sociology 64

G1arch 1959): 494.
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sectarian IIDvements only that the nature of such leaders in those
groups differs from their parallel

in IIDre established churches and

that difference is normally reflected in fOLnlal ministerial training.
Towns notes of the fundamentalist Baptist Bible Fellowship, "that
approximately one-third of the staff members of these churches have
never attended a Bible College or theological seminary." 1
Finally, the sectarian nature of fundamentalism is recognized
by fundamentalist leaders.

Elmer Towns, the leading literary spokes-

man for the movement in recent years, notes,
In an earlier book, The Ten Largest Sm.day Schools, the author
noted that w~e largest Sm.day Schools in America were sectarian
in nature and in a later book, America's Fastest Growing Churches,
the au~hor2showed that w~e fastest growing churclies were also
sectarl.an.
Since the publication of the above comments, Towns has been welcomed
in the pulpit of many of those churches and even been invited to join
the staff of certain fundamentalist churches.

Also" hewas awarded

honorary degrees for his work on The Ten Largest Sm.day Schools by

two separate educational institutions closely associated with fm.damentalist type churches.

The positive response of fundamentalist

churches towards Towns suggests approval of his conclusions.
Because certain fundamentalist churches are sectarian in
nature and charismatic leadership is a phenomenon closely related
to the growth of sectarian groups, it therefore stands that certain
fundamentalist churches tend to be led by charismatic leaders.
lTowns, Fastest Growing Churches, p. 164.
York:

2Elmer L. Towns, Is the Day of the Denomination Dead?
Thomas Nelson, Inc., 1973), p. 107.
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Lindgren and Sawchuck claim, I'The charisma.tic leader theory is more
comnon than the traditional in the American religious cormnmity. ,,1
T1Lat tl1ese pastors influence their followers primarily through group
identity becomes evident as the nature of the group and its close
ties to apparent biblical authority is realized.
3.

How Fundamentalists 'Motive Their Followers.

Fundamenta-

list sects are groups formed on the basis of voluntary association.
Towns notes,
When an individual voluntarily associates himself with a church,
he in a broad sense accepts the church's aims. There is usually
some personal satisfaction or benefit which motives the individual to continue his association . . . . People join sect churches
out of deep spiritual comnitment, bU the denominational Christian
usually joins for secondary reasons. Z
The deeper comnitment that characterized sectarian churches as a result of tl1is principle of voluntary association was lnore closely
analyzed by Liston Pope in his study of Gaston County, North Carolina.
According to Pope, the more sectarian groups were characterized by
"increased church attendance; decreased membership in non-church
organizations, the choice of closest friends from the rnernbersl1ip of
the same church, and greater satisfaction from the church than other
types of social participation. ,,3
This deep corrmitment to the ftmdamentalist church on the part
of church members, together with the church's strong corrmitment to
lAlvin J. Lindgren and Nonnan Sawchuck, Management for Your
Church (Nashville, Tennessee: Abingdon Press, 1978), p. 22.
Zrowns, Day of Denomination, pp. 53, 118.

~iston Pope, Millhands and Preachers (New Haven:
University Press, 1942), pp. 124-140.

Yale
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tl1e nature of Biblical authority in establishing both ecclesiastical
and personal lifestyle, makes it virtually impossible to separate
institutional and theological motives for specific activities of
individual chULch ro..embers.

~-Jhile

the flmdamentalist preacher may

object to the suggestion that he influences his chULch members on the
basis of institutional loyalty, he might also confess that the "theological motives" of the ftmdamentalist are insufficient to result in
productivity without the constant encouragement of the group to which
that flmdamentalist belongs.

In a group like the Baptist Bible Fel-

lowship, the nonn for active chULch members includes attendance at at
least three or foUL services of the church weekly and pastors are
expected to attend m:mthly state fellowship meetings and preferably
attend the national fellowship twice annually.

Also, the movement

publishes a bi-weekly paper including two sermons and numerous
accounts of successes experienced by "fellowship men."

Other similar

ftmdamentalist movements are organized arOlmd conferences, publications and/or educational institutions and impose similar church at-

.
.
memb
tendance expectatlons
on ltS
_ ership. 1
While ftmdamentalists tend to cite biblical authority for
most of their major activities and actions, the fact that many of
these activities and actions are later changed suggests the true
motives were not based upon biblical authority but rather the
changing attitudes of the group as reflected by biblical interpretation.

The author recalls an apparent example of tlns phenomenon as

~ese observations by the author are based on conversations
witl1 Baptist Bible Fellowship pastors in Canada and the United States.

p
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it relates to the bus ministry of the seventies.

At thati.time a

theology of bus ministry was developed and taught on the basis of
Luke 14:23 and upheld as the motive for this activity.

TI1.e Arab oil

embargo resulting in an increased price of gas apparently influenced
many fundamentalist pastors to apply a newer doctrine of stewardship
to the bus ministry as justification for its dismantling.

The bus

rninistrywas not economically rewarding before the oil embargo nor
was the Gospel of Luke any less authoritive in the mind of the
fundamentalist after the oil erribargo.

This change can only be ex-

plained if institutional motives, not theological motives, are recognized as the prime influencing factor in each decision as it relates
to the bus ministry.

As long as the bus ministry worked to accom-

plish the cltief institutional goal of the fundan]3Qtalist church,
that of evangelism and church growth, it was justified theologically.
During the eighties, fundamentalist leaders are building churches
through young adult classes in Sunday School.l

It is conceivable

that a theology of reaching young adults will be developed as the
theological motive justifying this emphasis.
remain valid only until
covered.

gro~1.

This theology will

ceases or a better strategy is un-

TItis is a strategy which has been repeated throughout the

history of fundamentalism involving such tools as bus rninistry, the
eight-day crusade, the tabernacle movement, tent meeting revivals,
Bible conferences, and Bible Institutes.

In. light of this, the

suggestion tl1at the leadership of fundamentalist churches and
lEJrner L. Towns with Jo1m N. Vaughan and David J. Seifert,
The Complete Book of Church Growth (Wheaton, Illinois: Tyndale
House PUblishers, Inc., 1981), pp. 17-26.
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movements influence their followers to act solely on the basis of
biblical authority or other theological motives lacks genuine
credibility.
In the final analysis, the fundamentalist church member will

follow his pastor in any act he perceives as biblical which will also
further the cause of his church.

Because the church is closely

identified with a theological position that places significance upon
the Bible, appeals to the Bible are made to further justify the aims
of the church.

But the record appears to demonstrate that institu-

tional loyalties, and not the biblical appeal are the basis for
member involvement in fundamental churches.

The reality of this

situation in fundamentalist churches stresses the need for the
~raining

of charismatic pastors and raises several questions con-

cerning the development of charisma.

CHAPTER V
THE DEVELOPMENT OF CHARISMA

The final area of concern to be addressed by this thesis invalves the development of charisma.

This larger topic involves the

answering of three essential questions.
developed?

First, can charisma be

Secondly, assuming it can be developed, should an effort

be made by the ministerial candidate toward the development of persona1 charisma?

The final question addresses the issue as it concerns

those responsible for the training of ministerial candidates for
.:J:undamenta1ist churches.

What steps should be taken by those respon-

sible for trainilig ministerial candidates for fundamentalist churches
to further aid in 'fhe development of the candidate's personal charisma?
The answers to these questions are important for those concerned with
the future leadership of the ftmdamenta1ist movement.

There is a significant number of writers who have apparently
adopted a fatalistic attitude of charisma and promote the concept of
the ''born leader."

Lady Carter suggests, "In the field of action it

seems essential that the stars should intervene and give us the time
and the place and the Great Man all together. ,,1 Horne apparently
agreed but l1Ddified this position admitting, "Great men are made by
their predecessors, contemporaries, and themselves; and they help
1Carter, "Personality in Politics," p. 12.
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to make th.emselves, their contemporaries, and their successors. "I
Even Weber suggested the charismatic leader was the born leader when
he wrote, "Charisma may only be awakened and tested; it cannot be
learned or taught. ,,2 Unfortunately this statement is an unverifiable
presupposition which becomes true or false solely on the basis of
whether or not it is believed by the one testing the theory.
as Schiffer notes,

'~eber

Also,

did not insist that the person really be

'possessed' or 'endowed,' only that he be thought to be possessed by
or endowed with these qualities. ,,3
A second view, however, recognizes that great leaders are
developed.

Towns notes, "Certain leaders seem to successfully face

a crisis and through that experience become greater. ,,4 The failure
of charismatic leaders cited earlier in this thesis and their later
success based upon tl1eir charismatic appeal suggests tl1at these men
developed charismatic appeal in the interim period or at least
learned how to commmicate such an image to a large following.

Also,

tl1e apparent concensus of opinion among contemporary leadership
writers is that leadersl1ip can be learned.

Without specific reference

to charisma, Engstrom writes,
Host psychologists agree that to a certain extent one's personality can change through emotional growth. Therefore personality
lHorne, Essentials of Leadership, p. 42.
2Weber, T'neory of Organization, p. 367.
3Schiffer, Charisma, p. 200.
4rowns, Fastest Growing Churches, p. 210.
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cultivation can be achieved through training, therapy, and
realistically facing one's deficiencies in relationships with
people. 1
Addressing the same theme, business leadership writer Peter Drucker
claims, "There is, in other words, no reason why anyone with nonnal
endowment should not acquire competency in any practice. ,,2
If charisma is to be developed, it TIRlSt be developed through
tl10se institutions wl1ich touch the life of the charismatic leader.
This reaches beyond the educational institution into the horne, church
and social institutions to which the student belongs.

The one respon-

sible for the training of ministerial candidates TIRlSt recognize that
he is not the sole teacher of charisma in the life of the rrrrnisterial
candidate.

By way of example, Lasswell notes,

The importance of ambitious and loving parents in shaping the
ego ideal (the demands made on the self) is a common place of
everyday wisdom and scientific observation. Although we know
little of the details of the early life of Genghis Klan, everything points to the decisive influence of ~is TIDther in preparing
him to restore the position of the family.
It may be that without the influence of the home in the partial development of a charismatic potential, the professor in the educational
institution may be unable to do the same in the life of the rrrrnisterial
candidate.

The author is not here making a conclusion but rather

recognizing the observations of others.

The influence of tl1e home in

the development of a charismatic potential may be deserving of further
lEngstrom, Making of a Christian Leader, p. 8l.
2peter F. Drucker, Tne Effective Executive (New York:

& Row, Publishers, 1967), p. 23.
3:Lasswell, Power and Personality, p. 43.
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research by future students of charisma.
But as charisma applies to fundamental Christianity, the
question regarding m::>rality is :inevidably raised.

Charisma must be

def:ined as a non-m::>ral phenomenon, its IIlOrality be:ing detemrined by
its used and abuse.

Tucker writes,

Weber uses 'charisma' :in a value-neutral marmer: To be a
charismatic leader is not necessarily to be an admirable :individual. In Weber's own expression, the maniac seizure and rage
of tile Nordic beserker or the demagogue talents of a Cleon are
just as mlch 'charisma' as the qualities of a Napoleon, Jesus,
Pericles. 1
The author believes Jesus of Nazareth is portrayed by one of his
disciples, IVfatthew, as a charismatic leader.
realizes this designation

liaS

At the same time he

been correctly attributed to men like

Germany's Adolf Hitler and Ch:ina' s Mao Tse Tung.

It would be the

height of folly to attempt to uphold or criticize this style of
leadership on m::>ral groups alone.

It is what the man does with this

power and not the power itself which raises the issue of m::>rality.

As has been demonstrated earlier, charismatic leadership
possesses a valid place :in the ministry of a sectarian fundamentalist
church.

The nature of these churches tel1.d to allow for the effective

exercise of such a leadership style.

Those who deny the validity

of charisma :in the pastoral office fail to tmderstand the sectarian
nature of fundamentalism.

While it would be erroneous to insist tiIat

all churches be led by charismatic leaders, it would be just as erroneous to :insist churches cannot be led by these men.
not give the charismatic free license.
Lrucker, "Charismatic Leadership," p. 735.

But this does

,
1
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The author suggests the abuse of charisma poses great potential

danger to a significant section of the population.

This is not a prob-

lem with charisma so much as it is a problem with some charismatic
men.

The case of the Reverend Jim Jones is a case in point.

As a

sectarian preacher in Indiana, Jones gathered a following 'Which sang
too loudly according to

con~laining

fundamentalist interpretations.

neighbors which did not share his

Later, the social activist in Cali-

fornia adopted the more liberal theological emphasis of his denomination and earned the respect and admiration of several powerful .American leaders.

Finally, as the cult leader of Gyana, he was apparently

responsible for the ambush of an .American politician and journalist
and the apparent suicide deaths of over nine h1.m.dred followers.

This

charismatic leader's influence was felt in three different areas with
different results.

The same leader led his followers to perform

actions which were applauded and actions which were abhorred.

While

not every charismatic leader will abuse his power, some will.

The

same man who uses charisma to lead people to accomplish great good
can also lead people to accomplish great destruction.
Tbroughout this thesis, charisma has been defined as the
unusual quality of personal magnetism possessed by the gifted leader
as it is used to arouse deep emotional and volitional responses in
the lives of his followers toward the end of accomplishing the predetermined objectives of his movement.

The emphasis of this function-

al definition is that charisma exists only as it is demonstrated.
This must be recognized by those who would train charismatic pastors.
The instructor of ministerial candidates cannot design a series of
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curriculum courses that will result in the graduation of a charismatic leader.

The best that instructor can hope to accomplish is the

training of candidates with a charismatic potential which might later
be dem:mstrated in this unique leadership style.

This may be accomp-

lished through the development of traits and skills in the leader
during his period of inactivity (training) that will reflect charisma
during later activity (ministry).

These traits and skills are those

identified in Chapter II of this thesis.

On the basis of research

done for that chapter, the author has proposed a list of developmental
tasks for the ministerial candidate desirous of developing a charismatic potential during his formal training experience (see chart SA).
Education is a process dependent upon a number of variables
including the personality of the teacher, the personality of the
student, and the learning environment.

These factors make it vir-

tually impossible to devise a uniform and universal curriculum by
which these suggested developmental tasks can be accomplished in an
educational institution.

This, however, is not to deny that they

can be achieved, only to recognize their achievement can only be
accomplished individually.

There does not appear to exist a mass

production process Whereby charisma is created and/or developed.
"While various teaching methods will be used by the effective teacher
in the training of ministerial candidates, the author recognizes at
least six strategies for the development of charisma.

This list is

based upon research done by oth.ers pertaining to the development of
charisma in particular circumstances and individuals.

The list is

not intended by the author to be exhaustive but only to suggest a
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CHART SA
DEVElDPMENTAL TASKS FOR t1INISTERIAL CANDIDATES

Environmental Aspects
To develop a world view by which society is interpreted
To establish an infonnation system which will inform the
leader
To develop the salvationist message of the movement
Image Related Aspects
To develop a unique plLilosophy of life and lifestyle
To develop skills in effective advertising
Attitudinal Aspects
To develop social etiquette
To develop a positive self-image
To develop goal orientation
To develop disciplined lifestyle habits
To develop character and virtues in keeping with movement
ideals
Skill P.elated Aspects
To understand the language including idiomatic expressions
To develop an effective philosophy of communication
To develop public speaY~ skills
To understand the use of various commmication media
To develop basic financing skills
To develop a charismatic leadership style
Intellectual Abilities
To develop disciplined habits of study
To develop creativity in approaches to problem solving
To develop a vision and forecasting skills
Emotional Aspects
To achieve emotional security
To develop transcendental communication
Physical Aspects
To maintain a high level of physical fitness
To develop non-verbal communication skills
Spiritual Aspects
To achieve assurance of a call of God to a specific mission
To aclLieve confidence regarding the usableness of the candidate by God
To enlarge an understanding of God.
To develop an appreciation for the supernatural aspects of
ministry
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starting point for those desirous of developing or aiding in the
development of charisma.

Chart 5B suggests those personality traits

and leadership skills which the author believes may be developed in
part through each of these six strategies.

l.

Prolonged Association.

One means by which charisma may

be developed is through prolonged association.
~oJinston

The charisma of

Churchill during the Second World War may have developed in

part as a result of his earlier associations with Lloyd George and
his father, Randolph Churchill, both of whom demJnstrated charismatic
qualities.

In the same way, ministerial candidates in fundamentalist

schools may also develop charisma through prolonged association with
charismatic religious leaders.

E1mer Towns has coined the phrase

"hot poker" in describing this phenomenon.

.Arrong his principles of

church growth, Towns states,
Growing churches spawn leadership ability through a 'hot poker'
approach. Just as heat transfers from the coals to the poker, so
the qualities and attitudes of effective leadership are assinulated. A recruit should spend time with an experienced leader
to: (a) gain self-confidence, (b) develop a proper leadership
attitude, (c) keep from inrnature mistakes, (d) acquire a vision
of his potential production, and (e) lIDderstand the overall
strategy of the ministry. The best methods for developing 'hot
poker' leaders are: (a) by a teaclLing internship, (b) by bringing great educators to your church, and (c) by taking your staff
to s~s, conventions, and training sessions outside your
church.

This principle is referred to by educators as IIDdeling and
is generally accepted as an effective method of learning by educational theorists.

The nature of such learning, conscious or lIDCon-

scious, remains to be determined; however, such a task falls outside
lTowns, Guidebook, p. 210.
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CHART 5B

THE DEVEIDPMENT OF CHARISHA
STRATEGY

PERSONALITY TRAITS

LEADERSHIP SKIlLS

Prolonged
Association

Any traits particularly
prominent in the leader
will be developed in
the candidate.

The candidate will adopt
the philosophy and basic
style of the leader.

Ministry
Experience

Institutional Credibility; Status; Attitudinal Aspects; Skill
Related Aspects;
Intellectual AsEects

Th.e candidate will adopt
a theoretical philosophy
and style of leadership
into a 1.IDique style of his

Fonral
Education

Status; Foreignness
Attitudinal Aspects
Skill Related AsEects

The candidate will learn
fOlmdations for a model
style of leadershiE.

Guided
Learning

Any trait of particular interest to teacher and student
could be developed
through this less
formal approach to the
subject.

The candidate will learn
the same as with formal
education; however, this
would probably lack balance though some areas of
study may be more thorough
using this method.

Spiritual
Experience

Attitudinal Aspects
Vision
Spiritual Aspects

The candidate will develop
strong spiritual/emotional
convictions which may
communicate greater authori ty and provide greater
continuance.

Self
Improvement

Any trait of particular
interest to the disciplined student
could be developed.

The candidate will develop
and perfect his leadership
style through balance in
growth may not be achieved.

awn.
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the scope of this thesis.
By way of application to the education of ministerial candidates, effort should be made to expose students often to outstanding
charismatic leaders.

Historically, religious charismatic leaders

have begun schools for the training of ministerial candidates or
otherwise trained others for ministerial responsibilities.

This

practice appears to be that of contemporary fundamentalist leaders.
Towns reported the establishment of sixty-one training schools by
fundamentalist churches within a two-year period prior to 1973. 1
Students in these schools are constantly exposed to the charismatic
fOlIDder of the school and upon graduation often reflect some of the
attitudes and marmerisIIlS of the fOlIDder.

Those who are starting

these schools cite the historical examples of Spurgeon, 11o0dy,
T. T. Shields, J. Frank. Norris and a host of others by way of
justification for their actions.

But the fundamentalist fOlIDder

also cites theological reasons for his action which reflects his
comnitment to this principle of education.

"He that walketh with

wise men shall be wise, but a companion of fools shall be destroyed. ,,2
Exposure to charismatic leaders can be achieved in other vJays
by tiie educational institution responsible for the training of ministerial candidates.

Most ministerial training institutions include a

program of chapels and conferences.

Often these are looked upon as

spiritual exercises divorced from the educational experience of the
student.

The author maintains a school administration can aid in the
lTawns, Day of Denomination, p. 24.
2proverbs 13: 20.
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development of charisma if careful consideration is given to the
selection of chapel and conference speakers.

This may also apply to

the area of guest lecturers in the classroom.

The school should at-

tempt to use every means at its disposal to expose their students to
the outstanding leaders of the day without compromising the other
educational objectives of the institution.
2.

l'1inistry Experience.

Without question experience will

aid in the development of personal charisma if experience is treated
as a learning experience.

Wach notes,

Beside spiritual endowment, other qualities will bolster his
prestigue: Experience, shrewdness, resourcefulness, knowledge,
and wisdom. The religious leader, particularily in less complex
societies, is thought to have such qualities, and wh~ever exhibits them is sure to gain extraordinary prestigue.
The ministerial candidate who realizes the importance of experience
will seek to take advantage of every opportunity to practice his
skills while in school.

Educational institutions desirous of train-

ing this type of leader will also emphasize the practical application of lessons through establishing laboratory classes, interim
practicurns and/or other opportunities of regular Christian service
into the school curriculum.
Experience need not be successful to insure the development
of charisma.

Actually as Irnlch or perhaps more is contributed to the

development of a charismatic potential through failure as through
success.

'~hen

Jack Ryles preached his first successful sermon, .

. (he) accepted the challenge, with full knowledge he failed in his
lWach, Sociology of Religion, p. 335.
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first semon. ,,1 Falwell often reminds his students at Liberty
Baptist College he was prepared to quit his first Sunday School class
before he saw growth in that experience. 2

In a semon on this subject,

Towns emphasizes the concept that failure precedes success stating,
You must learn the success of failure. Some of you will go home
and fail at a task. You will have an evangelistic campaign or a
youth banquet and the meeting will flop. You'll end up with egg
on your face. How you react to failure will detennine whether
you will attain greatness. Failure is inevitable in life. All
men fail at least once; many of us fail several times. What one
does with failure detennines his character. . . . What am I saying? J:v:Ien fail! They fail at their strongest points. . . . You
will fail because you are human. 3So learn the lesson of failure.
Get up and go on. Don't give up!
Ministry experience is an important part of the complete
training of ministerial candidates.

Opportunities should be made

available to the student Where he cannot only successfully apply
theoretical principles to actual ministry, but also
be allowed to fail.

~"'e

student must

The real value of these experiences is that it

allows th.e candidate to adapt the theoretical philosophy and style
of leadership of his mentors into a unique philosophy and style which
becomes his own.

If this is not accomplished in the educational

institution, it may be learned in the leader's early ministry.

When

accomplished as a part of the candidate's formal training, it allows
for the development of credibility and status for the graduating
student and may also positively influence attitudinal, skills related
lElmer L. Towns, World's Largest Sunday School (New York:
Thomas Nelson Inc., 1974), p. 144.
2Elmer L. Towns and Jerry Falwell, Church Aflame (Nashville,
Tennessee: Impact Books, 1971), p. 27.
%lmer L. Towns and Jerry Falwell, Capturing a Town for
Christ (Old Tappan, New Jersey: Fleming H. Revell Company, 1973),
pp. 165-166.
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and intellectual areas of the personality of the charismatic leader.
3.

Formal Education.

That ftmdamentalists generally appeal

to lower socio-economic classes of society has led some to conclude
that preparatory studies for leaders of those churches may be mmecessary.

In contrast, Wach has observed a relationship between charis-

matic authority and study.

The effectiveness of charisma was directly

related to the training the leader engaged in to develop his charisma.
Wach notes,
A differentiation of ftmction results according to which the
candidate who shows a natural tendency toward and a capacity for
religious activity may enter upon a training to develop these
potentialities and eithrr party (i.e., for a time) or exclusively
devote himself to them.
This is not to suggest that charisma is the result of a
plarmed curriculum of study.
in formal education.

Nevertheless, charisma can be developed

If preaching and teaching are comnon practices

of religious charismatics, these are some of the skills that may be
learned in the educatiolhal institution as a result of classes in
homiletics and educational methods.

Forma.l training will often en-

hance the status and foreignness of the leader in contemporary
western civilization.
in the institution.

Also, leadership attitudes can be developed
While institutionalism tends to discourage

the expression of charisma, the author believes a charismatic potential can be in part established through forma.l education :in
educational institutions.

Towns implies this possibility in his

conrnents regarding Baptist Bible College in Springfield, :Missouri.
lWach, Sociology of Religion, p. 333 .

..................
22&._. . . . . . . . . . . 2
.. . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
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The methodology of BBF churches is more I caught I than learned
in the classroom. When the author first realized so many pastors
of growing churches were trained at the Baptist Bible College,
Springfield, Missouri, he examined carefully the curriculum and
life-style of the Springfield school to determine its success.
Here helfound the spirit of early AmericarUiood prevails the
campus.
The charismatic success of the alurrni of the Springfield school
suggests a charismatic potential can be developed in a formal educational institution.
4.

Guided Learning.

Much that is accomplished through

formal classroom education may be developed in part through guided
learning.

Guided learning might include independent research assign-

ments within the formal curriculum of the school.

Also, this strategy

may have a valid place in meeting the unique requirements of training
a particular student for a specific sphere of ministry or in the case
Where some other factor, such as a cancelled class or course conflict, prevents the student from completing the attendance requirements of the rrore structured approach to formal education.

The

author is not here justifying those institutions which award degrees
with little or no apparent curriculum requirements leading to the
earning of that degree by the student.

Guided learning involves more

than what is normally required in those institutions.

There are some who would advocate less structure in education
so as to increase the effectiveness of the graduate.

Claude Welch,

in his study of Graduate Education in Religion, suggests theological
seminaries and graduate schools of theology ought to pursue experimental ventures in training doctoral students including a less formal
lrowns, Fastest Growing Churches, p. 183.
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and mJre :individualized approach to education. l

In a less demand:ing

program, the Fellowship of Evangelical Baptist Churches :in the Prov:ince
of Quebec, Canada has adopted the pr:inciple of theological education
by extension to tra:in French Canadian ministerial candidates with
apparent success. 2 While studies of the graduates of "the Quebec
experiment" have not yet been conducted, this method of educat:ing
ministerial candidates has recorded successes in less advanced societies and is not tmlike the Doctor of Ministry programs :in some U. S .
seminaries.
Any personality trait of interest to the student and/or teacher could be developed :in part through guided research :in that field.
This would also be true of the corrmunication and leadership strategy
of the charismatic leader.

Conceivably, the influence of the faculty

:in such a program could serve to limit the likelihood of imbalance
:in the student's studies.

Also, the student engaged :in :independent

study may be mJre deeply conrnited to completing the program than the
student who enters a mJre standard program of studies.

The author

acknowledges read:ing mJre materials and study:ing with greater
thoroughness in the preparation of this thesis than was his experience
:in his class work for the same degree.

Educational :institutions

conrnitted to the tra:ining of fundamentalist pastors should provide for
greater flexibility :in both course requirements for degree programs
and methods of study by which course credit may be earned.
lClaude Welch, Graduate Education :in Religion: A Critical
Appraisal (Missoula, Hontana: University of J:vTontana Press, 1971), g .. 51 .
Zrimothy Starr, Church Planting:
By the Author, 1978), p. 191.

Always:in Season (Toronto:
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5.

Spiritual Experience.

In that it is the training of

religious leaders that this chapter is discussing, the place of
religious experience should be given consideration.

In the author's

listing of "The Unusual Quality of a Gifted Leader" (chart 2A), four
personality traits were identified.

It was also demonstrated that

IIDre authors recognized the presence of all four of these traits than
was true in any other groups of traits.

Concerning the importance of

spiritual experience in the development of charisma, Wach observes,
Religious authority, however, is not always due to an extraordinary psycho-physiological constitution. Great spiritual, intellectual, and moral gifts may help to gain respect and reverence for a 'man of God' from his fellow-men. Spirituality,
particularily creative spirituality, is a rare quality, and the
transitions fr~ one to another type of religious prestigue
may be smooth.
Towns also emphasizes the importance of spirituality in the development of religious charismatic authority citing five specific elements
of the biblical charismatic leader.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Implicit faith in God.
Yieldness to the purpose of God.
Unswerving obedience to divine absolutes.
A belief in the devastation of sin.
A trust in the infinitz power of God to work through the
weakest human channel.
The ministerial candidate can develop his degree of spirit-

uality through gaining a deeper, experiential knowledge of God through
disciplined adherance to the religious disciplines of Cllristianity
such as prayer, Bible study, fasting, etc.

Secondly, he may discover

lWach, Sociology of Religion, p. 334.
Zrowns, Fastest Growing Churches, pp. 211-212.
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and develop those spiritual gifts, charisma, divinely imparted to
him.l Though spiritual disciplines are essentially personally
developed, the educational institution can assist the student in this
area by providing an atmosphere which encourages the accomplishment
of spiritual goals.
Time spent in ministerial training is the time when ministerial candidates should establish personal COlivictions on doctrinal
and ethical issues which confront the contemporary charismatic leader.
Because the issues will change during the course of one's ministry,
it may be TIDre important to establish a strategy by which convictions
may be later formed than to simply adopt the accepted positions of
the institution in which the student is studying or the TIDvement with
which the candidate expects to identify.

Contemporary controversies

should be addressed by educational institutions in a manner as to
assist the student in the development of a hermeneutical methodology.
Some schools may actually discourage the development of a cl1arisrnatic
potential by insisting on strict adherance to accepted positions
without requiring an tmderstanding of the reasons for holding the
same or allowing them to be tested by inquisitive students.
One natural result of strong convictions concerning an issue
will be an e.IIDtional emphasis in addressing the subj ect.

Convictions

produce a severity and urgancy concerning the matter that connunicates
itself to others on other than an intellectual plane.

Of Gladstone

it was said, ''His highest achievement was to disturb the conscience
lThe Apostle Paul identifies charisma relating to administrative gifts in Romans 12: 8; I Corinthians 12: 28 and Ephesians 4: 11.
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of his fellow corn.trymen -- who falling rn.der his spell forn.d their
lives changed forever as though they had experienced a religious
conversion. ,,1
For the ministerial candidate committed to biblical fundamentalism, his training period ought to be a time of spiritual growth
particularly as it relates to his personal faith and hope in God.

In

her concluding remarks to the Oxford students gathered before her,
Lady Carter insisted,
Ours is an age for action, and it can be made a great one -- on
conditions. We must believe in our own inherent power as human
begins, and match that power with p1Jr!"lose. We must hold fast t0
the faith in what man can do for man. And we must dare to hope. 2
Kavanagh agrees, "Another relevant aspect for the crisis leader is his
sense of rn.iquen.ess, a belief in his own destiny. ,,3

Former U. S.

Ambassador Isaiali Berlin wrote,
~fr.

Churchill is one
genuinely believe in
it life and strength
everything he thlllks

of the diminishing number of those who
a specific world order: the desire to give
is the most powerful sing1 influence upon
and imagines, does and is. 4

The role of faith and hope is rn.deniable in the success of the charismatic leader.
At least two subjective areas of faith must be developed by
the ministerial candidate who seeks charismatic appeal.

The first

lCarter, "Personality in Politics," p. 19.
2Ibid., p. 2l.
.3r<avanagh, "Charisma and Political Leadership," p. 20.
4Isaiah Berlin, '~1L. Churchill in 1940," Atlantic l'bnthly
184 (September 1949)3: 38.
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relates to the "call of God upon his life."

The charismatic leader

must be certain that he is "called" and convinced of his unique purpose.

I t is not the intent of the author to here define the call of

God, only to suggest the candidate must be certain that he is "called"
as he mderstands the "call of God."

The second aspect of the funda-

mentalist charismatic leader which must be developed is the capabilities of the God he is called to serve.

The personal faith and hope

of the fundaroe1.1.talist will grow as his concept of God is clarified
according to the biblical model.

The imperative question to be

answered by the ministerial candidate is "mo is God?"
Vision, as well as spiritual and attitudinal aspects of the
charismatic persnality, can be developed in part as a result of personal spiritual experience.

Also, the candidate may develop strong

spiritual and emotional convictions resulting in a greater apparent
authority as he corrmunicates these to his followers.

~iJhile

the

emphasis of ministerial training must extend beyond the metaphysical
aspects of a student's personal relationship with God, neither should
this aspect be ignored in light of other areas of concern.
6.

Self Improvement.

If personality traits or leadership

styles and strategies can be learned, they can be learned by the
student who desires to improve himself so as to achieve greater
effectiveness.

Jawaharlal Nehru and Adolf Hitler both followed

the examples of other revolutionary charismatic leaders by using time
spent in j ail to read and develop strategies.

The ministerial candi-

date might be wise to use available time to study the principles of
leadership and further develop his own personal strengths.

Educational
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institutions can assist the student in this in the provision of
leadership courses and seminars in the curriculum of the ministerial
candidate.
This is one area in which educational institutions can aid
the charismatic leader throug.h a program of continuing education.
Just as communitj and government schools offer special interest noncredit and credit courses in various fields, so

CaLl.

those schools

charged with the responsibility of training ministerial candidates
provide on-campus, extension and correspondence courses in areas of
special interest to the fundamentalist pastor.

This may involve a

re-evaluation of traditional values regarding the institution's
approach to education but could result in substantial cooperation or
lack of cooperation, any student can use this means in a limited way
to enhance his personal charisma.
The development of a charismatic potential may be seriously
hindered if the candidate lacks the essential prerequisites.

These

as yet are tmdeterrnined but may involve tmique abilities or attitudes.
No one has successfully disputed the existence of a mysterious UI1known
factor in charisma and it may be that such may be key to a IIDre
complete tmderstanding of this phenomenon.

If charisma is a gift to

be developed, the candidate must possess the gift before it can be
developed.

It may be that what some would identify as a gift is in

reality the result of early home training. l

This concept in itself

is worthy of additional research beyond the scope of this thesis and
1n1.is was an observation of Lasswell cited on page 94 of
this thesis.
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may serve as a worthy topic of study for a future thesis deal:ing with
charisma.
Further, charisma carmot be developed in an tmwilling candidate.

Though the example of the unwilling prophet is cited earlier,

it is significant that such prophets were never considered charismatic
before they agreed to the call of God on their lives.
luctance is not to be confused with the desire to lead.

Ini tial re"Lasswell

and the psycho-historical analysists have suggested that individuals
conceI1Led to transfer private ambitions onto a political stage are
drawn to a charismatic or crisis role."l

The ministerial candidate

desirous of developing a charismatic potential lIDSt be willing to
make the necessary sacrifices in other areas so as to accomplish
this objective.

That is a value decision which needs to be made

by each candidate and will be made relative to the value the student
places in charisma as a legitimate tool for ministry.
In a public address on the subj ect of leadership education
in general, John W. Gardner noted,
The academic world
everyone will want
the leader, or the
leader, but no one

appears to be approaching a point at which
to educate the technical expert who advises
intellectual Who stands off and criticizes the
will want to educate the leader himself. 2

While this creates serious problems in every area of society to some
extent, it is even more severe if true in the fundamentalist movement.
lKavanagh, "Charisma and Political Leadership," p. 20.
2Boles and Davenport, Educational Leadership, p. vii. The
authors make reference to Gardner's statement in the introduction
to their textbook; however, full documentation is not provided as to
its original source.
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The controversial band of fanatics who believed the Jonah story was
literal, evolution was vvrong and Jesus was God in the twenties appears
today to be one of the most powerful religious forces in western
society today.

Flmdamentalism's rise to power is the result of many

factors including the effectiveness of its approach to leadership.
This movement will continue to experience success in the days to come
only as strong leaders influence their people to accomplish significant actions.

The future of fimdamentalism may well rest in the

hands of those who will attempt to train the charismatic leadership
that

dist~ouishes

fewer successes.

this movement from similar doctrinal movements with

CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This thesis has been written in an attempt to further develop
the field of knowledge concerning the leadership style apparently
cl1aracteristic of certain fundamentalist pastors, particularly those
who have started their congregations.

Due to an apparent lack of

literature addressing the subject, the author has surveyed the literature from various fields in an attempt to answer the following
questions:

(1) What is charismatic leadership? (2) How do charismatic

leaders exercise their influence? (3) How do charismatic pastors influence their followers to accomplish the aims of their church? (4)
How can charismatic leadership be learned by the ministerial candidate and/or developed by those who prepare candidates for the mll1.istry?
This thesis represents the author's attempt to answer the above
questions.
Essentially, charisma is the unusual quality of personal magnet ism possessed by the gifted leader as it is used to arouse deep
errotional and volitional responses in the lives of his followers
toward the end of accomplishing the pre-determined objectives of his
lIJOvement.

This definition recognizes several distinctives of

charisma.

An "unusual quality of personal magnetism" should be

differentiated from a degree of magnetism possessed by many who
never lead a significant following.
114

The idea of gifted leadership
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is in keeping with the meaning of the Greek root charisma which means
"gift of grace."

The author suggests charisma may be non-existent

when not practiced.

While an individual may possess the potential for

the development of charisma, the idea of "latent charisma" is an
apparent contradiction of terms.

An additional aspect of charisma is

its ability to arouse both emotional and volitional responses in followers.

This response is measured "successful" only as the objectives

of the leader's IIDvement are accomplished.

Finally, the close identi-

fication of the leader with "his followers" as they accomplish the
aims of ''his IIDvement" is also noted in the author's definition.

This definition is fomdational to the entire thesis discussion.

In further identifying and defining charisma, the author has

catalogued the suggestions of others composing a :description of an
ideal type.

While noting a leader possessing each of these twenty-

five characteristics may be non-existent, the type is presented as
a means by which charisma may be identified in the leader's personality.

This list is developed on the basis of research by others

who have IIDre closely analyzed specific charismatic leaders.
of these leaders perfonned in fields outside of religion.

Most

As a

result, it may be that the proposed type may need slight modification
in the religious field.
One of the distinct presuppositions of the author is that
charisma is non-existent when not practiced.

Because of the re-

lational aspect of charisma, an analysis of the leader-group relationslLip is conducted concluding that charismatic leaders tend to lead
through institutional loyalty.

The author suggests a scale of
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of relationships that exist bebiiTeen the leader and the members and
non-members of the group and also surrmarizes a strategy by which
group loyalties are developed.

.An attempt has also been made by the

author to explain the changing relationships within a group led by
a charismatic leader in tenns of a cycle of group experience.
To answer the third question above, the author uses the church/
sect typology of Ernst Troeltsch and others to demonstrate that certain ftmdamentalist churches tend to be highly sectarian as normally
defined by sociologists.

Reference is made both to those who oppose

and endorse ftmdamentalism to establish the sectarian nature of tlLis
IIDvernent.

The author concludes that ftmdamentalist pastors tend to

influence the members of their congregations to accomplish the goals
of their church through group loyalties.
The final contribution of this thesis is in the ansvJering
of the fourth question listed above.

The author concludes charisma

can be developed although he acknowledges it may be developed through
several institutions at various stages in life.

The suggestion is

made that the development of charisma in the school may be seriously
hindered if a charismatic potential has not first been developed in
the home.

In response to those who question the IIDrality of charisma,

the author insists it is a non-IIDral phenomenon and the morality of
this practice is often deterrrdlied by the IIDrality of the leader and
his IIDvement.

By way of specific recommendations, the author suggests

a list of developmental tasks for the ministerial candidate preparing
for a leadership role in a sectarian fundamentalist church and six
possible strategies by which charisma may be developed by one desirous

i--
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of do:ing so.
On this f:inal po:int the author has not claimed or attempted

to be exhaustive :in his analysis and recomnendations.

He acknowledges

that little has been written on the subject by one sympathetic to the
basic tenets of fundamentalism.

This thesis represents that author's

attempt to produce a f01.mdation upon which future students of chariSma
:in this and other fundamentalist :institutions may conduct further research and study.

The paper raises several issues which themselves

would be suitable topics for thesis research.
Fundamentalism has become a major force :in the religious
experience of .America today.
~10

That insignificant group of radicals

rejected popular op:inion regard:ing the Bible and the llistoric

doctr:ines of biblical Christianity at the turn of the century, today
represents the op:inion of the masses.

Fundamentalist attribute this

apparent success :in part to their unique leaders.

If success is to

cont:inue for this IDJvernent, it will aga:in be somewhat dependent upon
leadership.

It is the author's desire that this thesis will :in some

way contribute to the training of men who will :in the years to come
lead this mighty IDJvernent of God.

- i-~
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